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TO THE
TEACHER

Who is the Kit for?

What does the Kit
aim to do?

How is the Kit
organized?

Section A

Section B

It is for use by classroom teachers who are interested in more
detailed diagnoses of their learners' reading and writing needs.

It is for use by teachers in a very wide range of programs, with
students from beginner to advanced levels.

It can be used at the beginning :A a course and during a course of
study, whenever the teacher needs information on reading and
writing skills.

It aims to give a detailed diagnostic assessment of a learner's
reading and writing skills and strategies.

It aims to help teachers define appropriate learning objectives and
to evaluate learning.

The Core Kit presents a brief rationale, an outline of tasks and
procedures, and frameworks for recording information .

It is this section that you will probably want to refer to most often.

The Support Materials explains more fully how tasks can be
selected, analysed and interpreted and provides models of the
assessment procedures.

Before you use the Kit, read carefully the pages:
'How to use the Reading Assessment Kit' and
'How to use the Writing Assessment Kit'.

Then familiarize yourself with the rest of the materials.

What are the Profiles of individual learner's strengths and weaknesses in
outcomes? reading.

{trading and Writing Assrbnincra Kit

Profiles of individual learner's strengths and weaknesses in
writing.

Statements of learning objectives.

NOTE: a separate Kit (Stage One) has been developed to assist
those involved in initial interview of learners for placement and
referral purposes.
In NSW Adult Migration Education Service this is carried out by
teachers especially seconded to that role.

Sue hiood and Nwky Solomon 2



RATIONALE

Why is this Kit
designed for the

classroom teacher
to use?

1. A detailed diagnostic assessment of reading and writing will not be
necessary for all learners in all programs. It is for the classroom
teacher to decide, in the light of the overall objectives of their
program, how these instruments and procedures apply to them and
how they might best be used. They may be used with all learners
in the class, with a group within the class or with one or two
individual students.

2. Diagnostic assessment is seen as an important part of the course
design process. It is an aspect of the needs analysis of learners
and an important step in the process of deciding on learning
objectives and of evaluating learning.

Course design is an on-going process. It doesn't just occur
pre-course or in the initial stages of a course. Learning objectives
change in response to feedback from evaluation, and to the
changing needs, interests and abilities of learners throughout a
course. So procedures for the diagnostic assessment qf learners
must be available on an on-going basis throughout a course.

Why suggestions and
not prescriptions?

1. As indicated in the Learner Type Descriptions (see pp.5-6). the
range of (Adult Migration Education Service) AMEP learners with
some need to develop their reading and writing, is extremely
diverse. It would be impossible to provide a small number of set
tasks and one procedure that would allow the necessary diagnostic
information to be obtained for all these different learner types.
However, the Kit does provide suggestions for tasks and procedures
that might be appropriate for dWerent types of learners.

2. Assessment procedures will vary according to the type of learner,
the type of text being used and the particular skills and strategies
you want to observe. A range of assessment procedures are
tnerefore provided, rather than one set procedure. This range of
procedures allow you to focus on both the product, (that is, how
effectively the student has read or written) and the process (that is,
how he or she went about it).

Heading and Writing Asarsament K1 t
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3. In line with a communicative approach to language teaching and
testing, it was considered very important that assessment
instruments and procedures reflect as far as possible the
communicative needs of learners. That is, that learners are
assessed in terms of their ability to perform communicative tasks
that relate tc their needs and interests. The responsibility for the
choice of tasks ta use for assessment must rest with the teacher and
the learners.

Why a profile
and not a

proficiency level?

Reading and Writing Miirimment Kit

1. A basic principle in the design of these assessment instruments
and procedures is the understanding that there is not a hierarchy
of skills that can be related to levels of proficiency. That is, we
cannot say that at, for example, ASLPR 1- a learner will be able to
use skills and strategies a, b. c, cl, while at ASLPR 2, a learner will
be able to use skills and strategies a, b, c, d, e, f, g. Rather the
skills and strategies which a learner is able to employ will depend
on the type of text being read or written, how familiar the subject
matter is, how familiar the type of text is, what additional clues are
available in terms of pictures. context, and so on.
For this reason the profile obtained of the learner has a built-in
description of the task, and the comments made are directly related
to that task. The teacher may conclude from an assessment
profile that a learner needs to further develop skills and strategies
in order to be able to handle that kind of task, or he/she may
conclude that the learner should attempt to apply their skills to
more complex, less familiar tasks.

Li
Sur timid and :Vicky Solomon 4



LEARNER TYPE
DESCRIPTIONS

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

1.

The Learner Type Descriptions below were developed as part of
the Stage One Assessment Kit. They are intended to supplement
the profiles of learners obtained at initial interview, and to assist
program managers to take literacy needs into account in decisions
about placement of learners and about courses to offer.

They are broad categories of learners, reflecting the diverse
range of AMEP clients. Each category provides an indication of the
relative priority of reading and writing in language learning, and an
indication of the kinds of reading and writing needs that might be
anticipated.

In Stage Two Support materials on p.3, you will find support
materials that suggest suitable assessment tasks for each Learner
Type Description.

Low oral proficiency.
Illiterate in Ll.
Problems with reading and writing in English.

Needs to develop reading and writing for survival needs and to
assist in language learning.

2. Low oral proficiency (AMES 0 -41.0)(ASLPR -00+).
Literate in LI.
Reading and writing skills in English commensurate with oral

language skills.

Needs to develop reading and writing for survival needs and to
assist in language learning.

3 Range of levels of oral proficiency (AMES 1.0 4)(ASLPR ).
Formal education in Ll.
Some formal EFL or ESL background.
Reading and writing skills in English at least commensurate with

oral language skills.

Wants to develop all skills in English for work or study purposes.

4. Higher oral proficiency (AMES 1.5 -0)(ASLPR )

Literate in LI.
Reading and writing skills in English commensurate with oral

language skills.

Wants to develop reading and writing as part of general language
development or wants to focus on oral language development.

Sue Hood and NIcky Solomon 5



5. Informal contact with English and some conversational language
(AMES 1.04 2.0 ) (ASLPR 0+ 4 1).

Formal education in Ll.
Often non-roman script background.
Reading and writing skills lag behind oral language skills.

Needs to develop all aspects of English language.
Needs initial emphasis on the development of reading and writing

skills in English.

6. Higher oral proficiency (AMES 2.5 --))(ASLPR 1+-) ).
Reading and writing skills in English lag behind oral language

skills.
Reading and writing skills may range from illiteracy in English

through to intermediate levels.

Needs to develop reading and writing in English.

Heading and Writing Assessment Kit

7. Higher oral proficiency (AMES 2.5 -0)(ASLPR 1+4 ).
Reading and writing skills in English lag behind oral language

skills.
Reading and writing skills may range from illiteracy in English

through to intermediate levels.

Wants to improve oral language skills.

13 Sue Hood anti Nirky Solomon 6
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HOW TO USE
THE READING
ASSESSMENT

KIT

Select a suitable read.!ng task. (See pp.8-9 ) *
More than one reading task may be needed to give a
comprehensive picture of a learner's reading skills and strategies.

Consider the reading skills and strategies that may be appropriate
for that task.
(See p.10)

Decide on assessment procedure(s) that are appropriate for your
learner and for the type of task. *

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

Use the Reading Profile Sheet to record comments on

a) the type of text used
b) the student's reading skills and strategies.

Use a separate profile sheet for each task given.

Comment on the features that seem relevant to you.

Your comments may be very brief in some instances and quite
detailed in others.

Use these comments to help formulate teaching objectives.

Keep these sheets as an on-going record of the development of the
student's reading skills.

You may find it useful to keep the Profile Sheets for each student
in a separate folder.

* See also Stage Two Support Materials for further guidelines and
models of assessment procedures.

Sue Hood and blicky Solomon 7



LIST OF
READING

TASKS

There are numerous tasks that can form the basis of reading
assessment procedures. For the adult learner they may include
any of the following:

General understand traffic signs (e.g. Stop, One Way, Give Way, No
Parking);
understand shop signs (e.g. Butcher, Supermarket, Chemist);
understand signs in the street (e.g. Open, Closed, Hours of
Opening, Take Away Food);
understand signs in buildings (e.g. No Smoking, Exit, Entrance,
Ladies/Gents);
understand signs on buses (e.g. Express, Non-Stop, First Stop);
identify relevant food or household items from a shopping
catalogue;
identify cost of selected items;
identify food and drink items on a menu;
use bus/train/ferry timetables;
find name on class lists;
use a calendar;
use a telephone directory (e.g. to find emergency number or
number of a friend);
understand food or product labels (e.g. 'use by dates,
instructions, warnings);
follow written instructions (e.g. to use telephone, to buy a drink or
a tirket from a vending machine);
follow .ecipe instructions;
understand medicine labels (e.g. the dosage, dangers);
understand clothing labels;
understand bills (e.g. electricity, telephone, gas);
understand CES job ads;
understand appointment cards (e.g. from a doctor or dentist);
understand short messages left at home (e.g. by a friend, Telecom,
Gas Co.);

understand telephone messages;
understand greeting cards and messages;
understand invitations;
understand children's notes from school;
understand letter from AMES about an interview or class times;
understand brochures (e.g. Australia Post, Child Care facilities,
Infectious diseases);
use a dictionary to find meaning of particular words;
use a map or street directory;
understand racing and betting guides:

Qvadmg and Writing i snICT1 t Kit Sue !good and Mcky Soloalcal 8



List of reading tasks
con tinued

understand postcard from friend/family;
understand a personal letter from friend/family;
understand a formal letter (e.g. accompanying a bill from a
government body);
use reference books as a source of information;
understand a short story;
understand a novel;
understand essays;
understand essay questions.

Reading the Newspapers contains many types of texts. The following tasks are
newspaper relevant to reading a newspaper:

use indexes (e.g. to find TV Guide, sports pages. lottery results);
use TV. entertainment and radio guides;
understand advertisements;
understand headlines;
understand newspaper articles, editorials, letters to the editor.
advice columns);
understand classified ads (e.g. employment, rental, for sale.
trades);
understand sports results.

Reading tasks in There are many classroom reading tasks which can be part of an
the classroom assessment procedure. They include:

Watling and WriOng Assesnment Kit

follow written instructions (e.g. in textbooks, on worksheets and
other classroom activities such as role cards and survey sheets);
understand notes written on the board;
understand exercises in textbooks (e.g. doze passages, dialogues.
passages with conprehension questions. matching exercises.
puzzles);

use content pages and indexes;
interpret diagrams and maps;
sequence texts;
understand other students' writing.

1 7 Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 9



READING
SKILLS AND

STRATEGIES

Headit.g and Wilung ilssessmen t Kit

The following list identifies many of the sub-skills a reader uses.
They combine to enable him/her to extract meaning from a written
text. A necessary accompaniment to these skillls is confidence in
approaching the task:

ability to ident4 Englisti script;
ability to identify type of text and purpose through use of
contextual clues;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in the text;
ability to understand relations between parts of the text;
ability to understand sentence structure;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to recognise key words or phrases;
ability to understand meaning in pictures and diagrams;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to identify letters of the English alphabet;
ability to read fluently;
ability to predict meaning using knowledge and experience before
reading;
ability to predict meaning using knowledge and experience while
reading;
ability to skim for the general idea:
ability to scan for specific information or words;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words from:

the semantic clues;
the syntactic clues;
the graphophonic clues.

ability to adapt reading strategies to the task;
ability to use reference skills:

alphabetical order;
numerical order;
categorical organization.

ability to adapt strategies when the meaning is lost;
ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail;
ability to understand information not explicitly stated;
ability to detect the attitude of the writer.

I s Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 10



READING
ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

Consider the following
procedures.

NOTE 1. Your choice of procedure(s) will depend on
(a) who the learner is
(b) the type of text you choose
(c) what you want to observe

2. With each assessment task you may use one or more than one
procedure.

3. Before beginning to assess a student's skills, briefly explain to the
student the purpose of the assessment and the procedures you will
use.

1. Preview
reading

Reading and Writing Assestanent Kit

This is a useful initial procedure for all students.

For students with minimal reading skills in English it may be
the only procedure used or it may be linked with Locating
irtformation.

For students with a wider experience in reading it maybe used
as a preliminary activity for other procedures.

Instruct the student to look quickly over the text to see what it is
about. (A time limit may be given.)

Observe what the student does.
Does she begin at top left corner and attempt to read every
word?
Does she glance over text?

Ask questions. e.g.
Do you have any idea what it is about?
Do you recognize any parts/words?
Have you seen anything like this before (in English or IA)?
What was that about?

If the student doesn't know what the text is about, instruct her to
look at specific parts of the text, such as headlines, pictures.
opening paragraphs, logos.

Check that the student can understand these parts.

Ask again what she thinks it might be about.

Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon I I



so

Skills to observe for:

Headtng and Writing Assessment Kt t

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of
contextual clues;
ability to understand meaning in pictures and diagrams;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to skim for the general idea;
ability to adapt reading strategies to the task.

0 0
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2. Locating
information

Skills to observe for:

Reading and Wnung Aattessment Kit

A useful procedure for all students.

Ask the student to find information which can be fairly readily
identified by scanning the text. For example, ask questions like:
How many? How much? Where? When? Who?

confidence in approaching task:
ability to recognize key words or phrases:
ability to understand numbers:
ability to scan for particular information or words;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words from:

the semantic clues:
the syntactic clues:
the graphophonic clues.

ability to adapt reading strategies to the task:
ability to use reference skills:

alphabetical order:
numerical order:
categorical organization.

Sue Hood and Kicky Solomon 1.3



3. Reading
aloud

(See Stage Two Support
Materials for

examples)

(a) Recording
miscues

Useful to observe the extent to which a student is reading
for meaning arid the strategies that he/she uses to do so.

It will be unsuitable for students with minimal knowledge of
languages except when applied to very short simple texts
such as contextualized social sight words.

Ensure that the text is suitable for reading aloud, for
example, a bus timetable would not be suitable.

Instruct student to read a text aloud.
Ensure that the text is suitable for reading aloud, i.e. that it is
appropriate to read the whole text.

Explain that you are not concerned with pronunciation, but that
you will ask later what it was about.

Observe and mark the student's miscues on a separate copy of the
text. (You can record the student's reading on a cassette if you
need to.)

Use these symbols.

ERROR SYMBOL

Non-response work Needs prompting after a few seconds
or ask for word

Substitution play
work

Write substitution above appropriate
part of text

Insertion
L.-1;s

for N work
I Indicate by insertion sign. and write
I nserted word above

Omission work Circle word, words, or parts of words

Repetition work Underline words repeated

Correction © play
work

Place small © beside corrected word

Reversal work hard

O..v..1

Symbol that shows which parts of letters,
words, phrases or clauses have been
interchanged

Hesitation work/hard Hesitation between two words

Reading and Writing Aaaeaament Kit
Sue Rood and Nicky Solomon 14



Skills to observe for:

Reading imd Wriung Assessment Kit

ability to read fluently:
hesitating;
chunking or reading word by word:
skipping over unfamiliar words and reading on or stopping
frequently to decode or ask for confirmation.

confidence in approaching task:
willingness to undertake the task;
hesitating. asking for confirmation.

ability to predict meaning while reading:
making semantically appropriate substitutions;
making miscues which reflect the studeas spoken English;
recognizing when meaning is lost and attempting to self-correct
(through reading ahead, rereading or close scrutiny of
grapho-phonic clues);
using appropriate pausing and intonation.

strategies for working out the meaning of unfamiliar words:
reliance on semantic clues;
reliance on syntactic clues;
reliance on grapho-phonic clues.

Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 15



(b) Retelling
(if appropriate to

the text)

Skills to observe for:

Reading and Writing Aaseaantent Kit

Ask the student to retell what the passage is about, or
ask specific questions to determine the student's comprehension.

Check understanding of, for example, the main ideas, the meaning
in detail, the attitude of the writer.

NOTF: if comprehension is limited, allow student time to reread
silently.

ability to understand relations between parts of the text;
ability to understand sentence structure;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words from:

the semantic clues;
the syntactic clues;
the graphophonic clues.

ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail;
ability to understand information not explicitly stated;
ability to detect the attitude of the writer.

Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon



4. Comprehension
questions

Skills to observe for:

!trading and Writing Amawancnt Kit

The usefulness of this procedure depends on the questions
asked. The form of the questions will determine what you
can tell about the student's comprehension (i.e. whether the
student has understood the main ideas, the meaning in
detail, the implicit meaning, the attitude of the writer).

This procedure is difficult to apply to students with little
spoken English (without Ll support)

Instruct the student to read the text to him/herself.

Ask questions which can determine the student's understanding
of, for example, key words and phrases, the structure of the text,
main ideas,information not explicitly stated, the attitude of the
writer.

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type of text and purpose through use of
contextual clues;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in the text;
ability to understand the relations between parts of the text;
ability to understand sentence structure;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand meaning in pictures and diagrarns;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to read fluently;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail;
ability to understand information not explicitly stated;
ability to detect the attitude of the writer.

Sue Hood and Macy Solomon 17



5. Sequencing
(see Stage Two Support
Materials for examples)

This is useful for students with wider reading experience:

who need to understand texts in detail, either for work or
study purposes;

who need to be familiar with the devices used in creating
cohesive texts, to apply to their own writing.

The procedure reveals the students knowledge of the
overall structure of a text and the cohesive devices used.

The type of text and the content should be relevant to the
learner and the text must be cohesive.

Give the student a text with scrambled sentences/paragraphs.

NOTE It is best to cut up the text into sentences/paragraphs.
Often newspaper articles are inappropriate for this activity as they
lack cohesion.
Before using any text for sequencing, try it yourself to determine
what cohesive devices are used.

Skills to observe for

Reading and Writing Assemment Kit

Ask the student to order or number the sentences/paragraphs to
form a cohesive text.

Ask the student to explain his/her reasons for sequencing in this
way.

Analyse the completed text.

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type of text through use of contextual clues;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand relations between parts of the text;
abill.y to understand the organization of ideas in the text.

Sue Hood and !Vicky Solomon 18



6. Cloze
(See Stage Two Support
Materials for examples)

Skills to observe for:

Reading and Writing Mseaament KR

For learners with a wider experience in reading (e.g. Learner
Tnes 3 and 4) doze allows us to assess knowledge of
vocabularly, sentence structure and text structure.

For learners who have very poor reading skills in English,
little knowledge of language and/or poor learning strategies
it is not an appropriate procedure. In those cases it does
not allow you to observe the strategies the learner uses.

Give the student a text in which words have been deleted. Do not
delete any words in the opening sentence or two. For a general
assessment delete every fifth word (riot less than every fifth word).
To assess particular areas of knowledge you may delete particular
classes of words.

Ask the student to read the passage and fill in the missing words.

Observe the process and analyse the completed text.

confidence in approaching task;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in the text;
ability t ) understand relations between parts of the text;
ability to understand sentence structure:
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words from:

the semantic clues;
the syntactic clues.

^-
4.- I

Sue Hood and Mcky Sokmon 19
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READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME DATE
LEARNER TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text.
complexity clarity, familiarity, etc. and attach
copy if possible)

SKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence

Skills

identify English script
identify type of text and purpose
understand organization of ideas in the text
understand relations between parts of the text
understand sentence structure
understand punctuation
recognize key words and phrases
understand meaning in pictures/diagrams
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

Strategies
read fluently
predict before reading
predict while reading
skim
scan
work out the meaning of unfamiliar words, using

semantic clues
syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

Comprehension

'main ideas
'meaning in detail
*implicit meaning
*attitude of the writer

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

COMMENTS
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GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES
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A LIST OF
READING

OBJECTIVES

Reading and Writing Assessment KI t

The following list is just an indication of some possible objectives
in the development of reading abilities. Where possible they
should state the type(s) of text that would be relevant and
appropriate (e.g. 'to develop confidence in approaching the reading
of newspaper articles about current events');

to develcp confidence in approaching reading tasks;
to identify type of text and purpose through use of contextual
clues;
to recognize degrees of formality in writing;
to understand the organization of ideas in the text;
to understand the relations between parts of the text:
to be able to use sentence structure to construct meaning;
to oe able to use punctuation to help construct meaning;
to recognize key words or phrases;
to understand the meaning in pictures and diagrams;
to interpret the function of numbers from their form;
to develop fluency in reading;
to develop a range of reading strategies and to be able to adapt
reading strategies to the task;
to develop strategies to use when meaning is lost;
to develop strategies for predicting (drawing on prior knowledge
and experience) before reading a text;
to develop strategies for predicting while reading:
to develop the strategy of skimming;
to be able to read for the gist of a text:
to develop the strategy of scanning:
to be able to locate specific information in a text;
to develop strategies for working out the meaning of unfamiliar
words using clues from

a) the known content of the text (semantic)
b) the structure of the text (syntactic)
c) the letters in the word (grapho-phonic).

to develop reference skills including
a) the use of alphabetical order;
b) the use of numerical order;
c) the use of categorical organization.

to be able to read for the main ideas;
to be able to read for a detailed understanding;
to be able to understand information not explicitly stated:
to recognize degrees of formality in writing;
to be able to detect the attitude of the writer.

3
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HOW TO USE
THE WRITING
ASSESSMENT

KIT

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

Select a suitable writing task. (See pp.24-25) *
More than one writing task may be needed to give a comprehensive
picture of a learner's writing skills and strategies.

Consider the writing skills and strategies that are
appropriate for that task. (See p.26) *

Give the student the task and follow the suggested
procedures.

Use the writing profile sheet to record comments on:

(a) the task given;
(b) the student's writing skills and strategies.

Use a separate profile sheet for each wiiting task given.

Comment on the features that seem relevant to you.

Your comments may be brief in some instances and quite detailed
in others.

Use these comments to help formulate teaching objectives.

Keep these sheets as an on-going record of the development of the
student's writing skills.

You may find it useful to keep the Profile Sheets for each student
in a separate folder.

See Stage Two Support Materials for further guidelines and
models of assessment procedures.

32
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LIST OF
WRITING TASKS

As with reading, there are numerous tasks that the teacher can
use to observe and assess a student's writing. They may include
any of the following;

General fill in a form giving personal information (e.g. for unemployment
benefits, a telephone service, a savings account);

fill in deposit/withdrawal slips;
write a cheque;
fill in a CES Job card;
write a telegram (eg. giving important news);
address an envelope;
write a greeting card;
write an invitation;
write a brief message (eg. to milkman, friend);
write a note to child's teacher;
write a telephone message;
write a postcard from a holiday;
write a journal;
write reminder notes in a diary;
write a personal letter;
write a covering letter for a cheque;
write a letter of complaint;
write a letter asking for advice;
write a letter to the editor;
write a job application letter;
write a curriculum vitae;
write a job canvassing letter;
write a report (eg. accident report at work);
write a summary of a given article;
write a short story;
write an essay.

Reading and Writing Amieristmmt Kit Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 24



Writing tasks in The following classroom writing tasks riay also be used for
the classroom assessment purposes:

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

copy notes or lists from the blackboard;
handwriting exercises:
fill in survey forms;

fill in worksheets (e.g. grammar drill exercises, answers to
comprehension questions, write or complete dialogues);
write a response to a written or spoken text;
write a description;
note-take while listening to teacher/cassette/other students or
watching video.

3 4 Sue Hood and !Vicky Solomon 25



WRITING
SKILLS AND

STRATEGIES

Reading and Writing Amesament Kit

The following list identifies many of the sub skills a writer uses.
They combine to enable the writer to communicate meaning
through a written text. A pre-requisite for their use is confidence
in approaching the task:

knowledge of the names of the letters of the alphabet;
ability to write the letters of the alphabet in lower case;
ability to write the letters of the alphabet in upper case;
fluency and consistency of script;
ability to organize ideas in an appropriate way;
ability to use appropriate layout for the task:
ability to use appropriate register for the task;
ability to create a cohesive text through the use of reference;
ability to create a cohesive text through the use of substitution/
ellipsis;

ability to create a cohesive text through the use of conjunctions;
ability to create a cohesive text through the use of lexical cohesion;
ability to structure sentences with sufficient accuracy for the ta3k;
knowledge of vocabulary appropriate to the task;
ability to spell with sufficient accuracy for the task:
ability to punctuate with sufficient accuracy for the task;
ability to write numbers in the appropriate form;
ability to use strategies for getting started (e.g. making notes,
making a plan);
ability to use strategies for drafting and editing (e.g. rereading,
identifying and correcting errors, extending, deleting, reorganizing,
rewriting);

ability to use a range of spelling strategies (e.g. visual memory.
word patterns, morphemic knowledge, phonic knowledge,
mnemonics, syllabification, flue-icy and speed, dictionaries);
ability to use strategies to compensate limited linguistic knowledge
(e.g. asking for assistance, copying from other source).

35
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WRITING
ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

NOTE: before commencing to assess a student's skills, briefly
explain to the student the purpose of the assessment and outline
the procedures you will use.

1. Give the student a writing task.
Where possible link the task to a previous reading activity.
Make sure that the student understands what the task is and what
he/she is requi:ed to do.

Explain: the purpose e.g. to leave a message;
to write a report;
to write an opinion;
to write a letter;
to make a complaint;
to provide information;

the audience

the topic

e.g a friend or relative;
an employer;
a prospective employcx;
a company;
a supervisor;
a newspaper editor;

e.g. explaining a delay;
machinery breakdowns;
smoking on public transport;
lack of service in a department store;
information about work experience;
family and personal news;

the setting (if applicable)
e.g. at horne7

at worl ;
in the nank:
e+. the gas company.

2. Provide time and an unpressured atmosphere to complete I ne task.

3. Assess your student's writing by using the Writing Profile Sheet as
a guide.

Reading and Writing Aasenament Kit Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 27



WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME

LEARNER TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments
on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task)

DATE

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task) COMMENTS

Cogfidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message
the overall clariv of the message

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation of information
paragraphing

layout
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task
punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function

Reading and WriUng Aaseaament Kit 37 Sue Hood and :Vicky Solomon 28



Strategies COMMENTS

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing. e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge, e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

Reading and Writing Assessment KU
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A LIST OF
WRITING

OBJECTIVES

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

The following list is just an indication of some possible objectives
in the development of writing abilities. Where possible the
objectives should state the type(s) of text that would be relevant
and appropriate e.g. 'To develop confidence in approaching the
writing of personal letter'.

to develop confidence in approaching writing task;
to be able to write down words spelled aloud;
to write the letters of the alphabet in upper and lower ease as is
appropriate;
to write fluently and with consistency of script;
to organize ideas in an appropriate way in a text;
to use appropriatc layout in a text;
to use the approi.nate register in a text;
to become familiar with the use of reference;
to become familiar with the use of substitution and elipsis;
to become familiar with the use of conjunctions;
to become familiar with the use of lexical cohesion;
to develop knowledge of vocabulary and sentence structures;
to use appropriate sentence structures in a text;
to spell with sufficient accuracy for the task;
to use appropriate punctuation conventions for a task;
to write numbers in the appropriate form;
to develop strategies for getting started e.g. making notes,
making a plan;
to develop strategies for drafting and editing e.g. rereading,
identifying and correcting errors, extending, deleting, reorganizing
and rewriting;
to develop a range of spelling strategies e.g. visual memory;
word patterns, morphemic knowledge, phonic knowledge
mnemonics, syllabification, fluency and speed, dictionaries and
other resources;
to develop strategies to compensate for limited linguistic
knowledge e.g. asking for assistance, copying from other sources.
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GLOSSARY

Coherence : the sense a message makes.

Cohesion : the way a text is bound together to create a whole meaningful unit.

Cohesive devices or ties : the linguistic elements (i.e. conjunctions, reference system, substitution or
ellipsis, lexical cohesion) that hold the text together.

Contextual clues : the non-linguistic features (e.g. pictures, diagrams, logos, colours,
headings, layout, bold-print and the physical setting) that provide
meaning.

Drcifting : the process of getting ideas on paper.

Editing : the process of changing and developing ideas while drafting, or after a
draft has been completed.

Ellipsis: where the part of the text that refers back is left unstated,
e.g. They're going out, but I don't want to [go out]'.

Graphophonic clues : clues from the letters, letter combinations, and the sounds they represent.

Key words : content words that provide important clues to the overall meaning of the
text.

Lexical cohesion :

Miscues :

Mnemonics :

Morphemic knowledge :

Phonic knowledge :

Prediction :

Reference skills :

the relationship of vocabulary items to the same semantic field through
reiteration or collocation.

errors made when reading.

ways of remembering rules or spelling patterns.

knowledge of word roots and inflections, such as suffixes and prefixes.

knowledge of letters, letter combinations, and the sounds they represent.

making informed guesses about the meaning of a text before and while
reading.
being able to locate information where it has been organized systematically
(alphabetically, numerically or categorically).

Reference system : the words used to refer to objects, individuals or places mentioned
elsewhere in the text.

Register : the characteristics of tile language used to signify a particular genre.
These will depend on

field the content area
mode the channel of communication
tenor-- the relationship between the reader and the writer.

Scanning : locating specific information in a text while ignoring the rest.

Semantic clues : what we already know about the topic (f,-om the text and our own
experience).

Sentence structure : the grammar at the sentence level. i.e. how words are organized to
construct meaning.

Reading and Writing Amesament K1t
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Skills : what abilities you need to have in order to do something.

Skimming : looking quickly over a text to get a general idea of what it is about.

Strategies : the processes used in order to do something.

Substitution : words used to link parts of the text by referring to objects named elsewhere, e.g.
'If I buy a new car, you can have the old one'.

Syllabtflcation : breaking the word into syllables and dealing with each segment individually.

Syntactic clues : clues from the sentence structure (i.e. the grammar).

Tasks : purposeful real-life activities where some communication takes place.

Visual memory : recalling the way a word looks, including its length, shape and letter sequence.

Word patterns : groups of words that have similar sound-symbol correspondences, such as eat/
heat/meat.

Reading and Wilting Assessment Klt 41
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GUIDELINES
FOR

SELECTING
TASKS

Introduction

The learner

The type of text

There are several factors that you need to consider in selecting tasks
to use for assessment:

goals and interests;
familiarity with spoken and with written language;
familiarity with the type of text (layout, register, text structure);
familiarity with the content (subject matter and cultural knowledge);
familiarity with the processes involved in reading and writing;
confidence.

size (length of text);
clarity of print or script;
complexity/density (the detail and complexity of the information, the
layout);

amount of contextual clues in texts for reading (photos, diagrams,
logos, headings);
the register (reflection of purpose, topic, type of message, audience).

The procedures
to be used the amount of detail required in reading comprehension.

Reading and Writing Anaraament Kit Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 2



Matching learner
types to relevant

tasks
(See the Learner Type
Descriptions in Stage
Two Core Kit pp. 5-6)

Learner Type 1 Because the learner will have little knowledge of English, and little
contact with written language:

reading texts chosen must be highly relevant to the individual
learner and offer a great deal of contextual support;
tasks should be limited in their scope (ic. require minimal
knowledge and skills):
both reading and writing tasks should reflect the spoken language
that is being developed in the classroom.

In assessing Learner Type 1 students, it is important to note the
following:

it is assumed that such learners will have difficulty performing very
low level reading and writing tasks. It will not be appropriate
therefore to carry out a diagnostic assessment pre-course or at the
initial stages of a course;
the procedures could, however, be used during the course, and
they will provide some guidance on objective setting;
Ll support would be a valuable aid in the assessment of such
learners.

Suitable tasks might include:

Reading understand informatioi - on a simple form;
understand signs in context (e.g. Stop, Telephone, One Way, Ddt, Bus
Stop);

understand prices and dates;
understand bills and accounts;
understand supermarket advertising brochures;
understand notes on the blackboard (e.g. vocab lists, experience
stories);
understand worksheets and activity cards (e.g. instructions, pictures
and diagrams).

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 3



Writing fill in a simple form (e.g. write name and address, telephone number);
spell own name and address;
write a simple message (e.g. a name, telephone nmber and a time);

copy notes from blacktoard (e.g. vocabulary and spelling lists, simple
narratives, oral language drills);
complete worksheets (e.g. circle correct items, fill in missing words);
write some content words known orally.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit 'I q Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 4



Learner Type 2 In choosing suitable reading and writing tasks we need to take into
account that

the learner may have limited familiarity with Australian cultural
environment, and a limited exposure to written English and
knowledge of structures and vocabulary;
tasks should reflect the language that is being developed in the
classroom;
reading texts where the content is familiar or where layout and
contextual clues support meaning will be suitable.

Suitable tasks might include:

Reading understand simple forms;
understand road/shop signs;
understand signs on buses;
understand notices (e.g. opening hours/appointment cards);
follow operating instructions on a vending machine;
understand bills/accounts;
understand personal messages;
use a calendar;
follow instructions in a textbook, on worksheets or activity cards;
understand simple narratives (e.g. student's stories).

Writing fill in a form;
write a message to a friend;
write a postcard;
write a story about personal experiences;
write a message in a greeting card:
copy notes from board;
fill in a survey form;
complete a worksheet (e.g. fill in missing words, circle correct answer).

Reading and Writing Maeaament Kit 50 Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 5



Learner type 3 A formal ESL or EFL background usually means that the learner has
at least a passive knowledge of English. He she may well have had
more contact with written than with spoken English and therefore may
feel more confident with the forme", Consider that

the learner's level of language development will determine how
linguistically complex a text may be;
fur newly-arrived learners, care should be taken to select tasks
which are not too specific to the Australian cultural environment;
where possible, reading and writing tasks should reflect the specific
goals of the learners, that is, in the areas of job seeking, job
promotion and further study.

Suitable tasks might include:

Reading

1. work purposes

understand notices and messages;
understand reports;
understand memos;
understand job advertisements;
understand operating/safety manuals;
understand formal letters.

2. study purposes

understand news articles (eg. editorials, feature articles, letters);
use reference books to locate information;
understand sample essays;
understand instructions on exam papers:
understand essay questions.

51
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Writing

1. work purposes

fill in a detailed form;
write a Job application;
write a resume;
note-take from both written and spoken texts;
take down a telephone message;
write a report;
write a memo;
write a notice for a notice board;
write a formal letter;
write a reference.

2. study purposes

fill in a detailed form;
note-take from both written and sroken texts;
write a summary;
write an essay.

Reading and Writing Ammer amen I Kit Sue Hood and Ricky Solomon



Learner Type 4 Familiarity with the Australian cultural environment may vary
considerably, so

for newly arrived learners, texts should not be too culturally
specific;
the levels of language development will also vary.

At lower levels
shorter reading texts with more contextual clues will be suitable ;
writing tasks should focus on types of texts which are closer to
spoken language and where accuracy is not necessary.

At the higher levels
longer and more linguistically-complex reading texts will be
appropriate;
writing tasks may involve more complex and formal language.less
familiar content and so on.

Tasks may reflect both classroom uses of reading and writing and
wider social and emploment contexts.

Suitable tasks might include:

Reading understand notes and messages;
understand postcards;
understand personal letters:
understand notices;
understand newspaper and magazine articles;
understand business/semi-formal letters;
follow written instructions;
understand written dialogues.

Writing fill in a detailed form;
write a message;
take a telephone message;
write a personal letter;
write a semi-formal letter;
write a job application;
take notes from both written and spoken texts.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit
5,3
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Learner Type 5 Although the learner will be familiar with written forms of language in
Ll, and have some strategies for reading and writing, he/she may
have had little contact with written English and perhaps little contact
with a roman script language, Consider the following:

reading texts where layout and contextual clues support meaning
will be suitable;
they should not be too long or complex;
the subject matter should be relevant and should reflect the
learner's familiarity with Australian cultural environment.
knowledge of spoken English, goals and interests;
the reading tasks should not demand too much detailed knowledge
of the topic;
the writing tasks should focus on types of texts that are close to the
spoken form of English.

Suitable tasks might include:

Reading understand key items on a form;
understand notices (e.g. opening hours/appointment cards);
follow instructions (e.g. on a vending machine);
understand advertisements;
understand bills and accounts;
use timetables ;
understand product labels (e.g. food, household goods);
understand simple handwritten messages;
understand simple narratives.

writing fill in a form;
write a personal message;
write a greeting card;
write a story about personal experience;
take down a telephone message;
complete worksheets;
fill in surveys;
fill in banking forms;
write a cheque;
address an envelope.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit S 9 Sue Hood and Ntcky Solomon 9



Learner Types
6 and 7 These include students across a wide range of abilities in reading and

writing in English.

Before selecting tasks it will be necessary to have some idea of what
sorts of reading and writing the student can do. Oral questioning will
probably be sufficient for this purpose.

For a beginner student, that is, a student with minimal reading and
writing skills in English,

reading texts need to be highly contextualized;
the subject matter needs to he personally relevant and to reflect the
student's knowledge of Australian culture and his/her goals and
interests;
reading tasks should not require too much detail;
writing tasks need to focus on type of texts that are close to spoken
English, where accuracy is not required and where the message is
not too complex.

For a student with wider experience in reading and writing in English,

reading texts may be less contextualized, less personally relevant
and more complex in terms of content and language;
the tasks can be more demanding in terms of the amount of detail
required;
writing tasks may be more complex and involve less familiar subject
matter;
the type of texts should reflect the student's needs and may include
more formal types of registers.

NOTE: for Learner Thpe 6 the focus will be on reading and writing.
For Learner Type 7 the focus may be on spoken language, but it is
likely that reading and writing will play a significant role in the
classroom.

Suitable tasks might include:

Reading understand shop/street signs:
understand notes and messages;
understand personal letters;
understand semi-formal letters;
follow instructions (e.g. on 1.7edicine labels):
use TV guides;
understand banking forms:
understand school letters;
understand newspaper articles with accompanying photos;
understand short stories;
understand brochures;
understand job ads ( e.g. at the CES. in the classifieds).
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Writing fill in a simple form;
write a story about personal experience;
fill in a banking form;
write a letter to school (e.g. explaining child's absence):
write a postcard;
write a telegram;
fill in a detailed form;
write a semi-formal letter:
write,a job application.
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READING
SUPPORT

1. Examples of
tasks and texts

Task 1

Reading and writing Aasetannent Kit

For each example of a task below, there is

(a) a list of some of the key features of that text;
(b) a list of skills and strategies that could apply to the reading of

that text.

NOTE: skills may vary, for example, from one fonn to another, or from
one classified advertisement to another, It will, be necessary
therefore, for you to determine what skills are appropriate to the text
you have chosen.

Understanding the information required in a library applicationform

1 HE COLIN(- It DI Tilt (T 1 N/ DI SY ON( Y

CITY OF SYDNEY PUBLIC LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
P L I ASI WRITE ALL PAR 1 ICULAITS IN BLOCK L I T TE Rt.;

TITLE (MR/MRS/MISS/MS ens )

SURNAME

GIVE N NAMES .....

STREET NUMBER and NAME

SUBURB POSTCODE

PHONE NO. .. DATE DE BIRT H

EMPLOYER/UNIVERSITY/SCHOOL/en

ADDRESS ..

SEX M .

SUBURB POSTCODE
L 2

Reprinted with permission from the Council of the City of Sydney
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(a) Key features qf text:

(b) Skills to look for:

contextual clues
logo
layout, dotted lines
typed print

key words
surname, given names
street, suburb, phone, etc.

specific information to scan for
any of the items on the form, or
instructions on how to write (e.g. BLOCK LETTERS)

confidence in approaching the task:
ability to identify the type and purpose of text through the use of
contextual clues;
ability to recognize key words and phrases;
ability to predict meaning before readvertising;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to scan for specific information;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words.

50
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Task 2 Understanding an appointment card

Dr. Freda Mills
B.D.S.(Syd.)
Dental Surgeon

253 2122 1st Fl. N.Z.I. Building
999 Pitt St
Sydney, 2000L 376 5998 EMERGENCY AFTER HOURS

(a) Key features of text: contextual clues
layout, size, typed print

key words
dental
dentist's name
time, date, phone number

numbers
time, date
telephone number, postcode

specific information to scan for
the time of the appointment
the address of the surgery
the number to ring in an emergency

possibly unfamiliar words
emergency
abbreviations. e.g. Fl.

(b) Skills to look for: confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of contextual
clues;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to identify letters of the English alphabet;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to scan for specific information or words;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to understand the meaning in detail;
ability to adapt reading strategies to the task.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hood and Nick/ Solomon 14
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Task 3 Understanding a report gran injury in the workplace

Reading and Wilting Assessment Kit

--MT17117130-
jAprii 15)
N3812541

NOTICE OF INJURY
Workers Compensation Act 1926,as ammended 4ection 531411

Industry: Public Utility
Entries should, it practicable, be made In Ink

Claim No
Section (0: To be completed by injured Worker in block letters.

Surnerna of
Injured Worker ttA Olt-TKOJ
Private Address

3C1 Peo-civAL RO, S-rniveno*.e
11r2- Ss. rh *I I tv.reevnevcc

Staff No,

Other names qe-oe,c,E

Post Code 204c- 9'

Pet Ft (.)
Occupation

2

OPerstion in which Worker was Engaged st Time of Injury

LJNI Lo4NO IN CI OMES -k- F rt-rin.ic % PAP&N ".171/44-)C1C

Date of Injury

a .11....J.:31.
Time of Injury

3 0_1rA Mt /p.m.

Address et Which Injury Occurred
'FR.. e'tD C.r1 ST $<c)cart_PIA

Nature of Injury
12.14l41- lk-N.JEE Set) er...e ser: NJ

Cause of Intury ...,
TkAe e-OAO Or') -rv%G. ...ras.4-4C 5u00ENLY S1ipTet3 .

.-1*Ike.s el cleS -recd._ OFP. 1.11N-.1CFS M ITTHAJ4 Me ON Ictctrr iclve
Prowl's

"I Pt vc.c kJ I" e.t C:CiiC-1 04:1-.. 0....t^eve Co i 011" E1-`10

(,..p I t-t..., 41..,,t% ...,Pese ts-5042... V"c ync:Prv 0 VV../ V-7.4."' IQ 0 V .

Address Signature CI\
oc. t

6o
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(a) Key features of text:

(b) Skills to look for:

Heading and Writing Assessment Kit

contextual clues
layout, boxed lines
typed print

key werds
injury
surname
nature of injury

numbers
date, time
address
staff number

specific information to scan for
any items on the form, e.g. time of injury
where to sign

Important details
nature of injury
cause of injury
remarks, e.g. when will he return to work.

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type of text and purpose through the use of
contextual clues;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in a text;
ability to recognize key words and phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea;
ability to scan for specific information;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to understand main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail.

(01 Sue Hood and Kicky Solomon



EMPLOYMENT
AVON GRAPHICS

Are seeking a letlef press printer
to loin Our growing company This
person "route enjoy good condi
Cons with Pussibility Of advance.
ment. Gulilotine experience would
IN an advantage. For enquiries ph
Wayne Ournham. 550 1133 IN

OMNI*

BATCH MAKER

Required 10r Mt Kur 11'141 COY
Experience of paint making and
celOur matching wOuld be a
cOnsiderable advantage However.
consideration will also be given to
applicants with initiative nd
ambition. The 100 will also include
Such responsibuities as raw
materials Inventory. etc.

Hours are Monday tO Thursday
lam3.4SpmFrIday 7iirri20m.
Wage negotiable

Please phone for interview on:

4574733
ilaaamsee

INCYCLE MECHANIC Previous es .
perlence net 55555 y. must 01 pleasant
nature isd waters., Rd.
Onewacre. 759 57161

132211$111
BOICAT OPERATOR

2 years experience minimUflt. Offs
3 licence. Ilackhee experience
some mechanical knowledge an
advantage. Ph! 923 2016 lh or
411 4637 Ah.

1100Y WILDER required for body
truck firm At Smithfield. experienCe
In building t!tOps A vent euentiai.
Pulse phone 804 0840 after 8.30.

53321154
BODY BUILDER ist class tradeper
Won rel for assembling A welding
alum tiPoing trailers Geed wages
rends. Apply Panther Eng 193
Warren Rd. Smithfield 604 5300.

11114411

BUILDING
INDUSTRY
SCHEDULING
Huire<. ARC .s
Auttriliii leading
supplier of feintort irsg

lee! an I wiienteSh
IMOOLICIS A idc an y
f".stS llaronpo

e for a si hedulei
is envisaged thd! the

Su, I eSsfut app;(
foil be A matuire de, sap,
who OdS evlells,vt"
eq)C,e,i(e I., the
hu.lthng and
construs lion mdustr y
GOod ominunq afion
skals and .1 yvaltrigoess
10 solve pronierns

WIXOM
SOUTHERN SUBS

ALIXANDRIA
OBOOKKEEPER

Suit mature experienced person
920.000

Phone 570.7199
ALFRED MARKS HURST,/ ILIA

Suite 12/10 Woodyft St.
Hiireteille Ln 771

ELA,R.EL
11100KKEIPIR

ALEXANDRIA cap an comouter
loci systems some sap in payroll
petty cash. recons end Mil books
nec. Suit person 3045 yrs. Some

Salary highly negot
Item a mth.

2 INKS ST KINGSFOOD
11113-3674 LN 121 6134262

0122Sea,
ERICKLAYIR for house footings
357 3638 Or 772 11171

BLIND FITTER

VERTICAL/ VENETIAN/HOLLAND BLINDS

A leading Decor Company has several positions
available for sub-contract Blind fitters.

Requirements are commonsense. a related trade
background, a presentable work vehicle and a
desire to make money.

A training period on wages, to learn about our
exclusive systems will be provided.

If you cannot cope with a high work loaddon't
apply!

For an intervie* please phone Tony on 648-3334.

03131553

BOOKKEEPER

HOME CARE SERVICE OF NSW

WAVERLEY/WOOLLAHRA BRANCH
E.E.O. EMPLOYER

The Home Care Service is a statewide commu-
nity based organisation which provides practical
assistance to families and individuals on the
basis of need.
The Waverley/Woollahra Branch is an extra
large branch with over 700 clients and approxi-
mately 90 field staf. f.
The bookkeeper is responsible to the Branch
Manager for the maintenance of all financial
records within the branch.
DUTIES INCLUDE:

Receipt of cash.
Control of all financial records.
Custodian of all accountable documents.
Wage preparation, records and

SOILIRMAKERS
liwiermakers requires urliently for
general lefficetion week In the slap
building industnii
Applicants must have their comple.
led Indentures or as Austraken
Tradesman' Rights Certificate.
If IOU lire interested contact the
Emplo_yment Officer On III 9201
after 7 30am on Tuesday.

COCKATOO DOCKYARD
PTY LTD,

INCORPORATED IN N.S.W..
A member of the A.N.I. Group.

Cockatoo Isiand
Sydney N.S.W. 20t1110.

We are an equal 01000thofl ty
company.

113387011)

AMICTiliT4

BOOKKEEPERS

SISK PA PLUS CAE ALLOW
SOUTHERN I WEET SUBS

2 POSITIONS AVAPLAILE
11 PERK 1 12 WIINS

Community welfare weenisation
requires 2 sap beOlikOPOrS.
Outies include wagff. ledeert. Cash
books, financial returns etc
Kaiamazoo exp Is desired. Benefit%
include 35 hr week, travel
allowance Relleble rte.

683-311111

After 9am Monday for Interview.
ACTION STAFF LW 627

es3144144
BRICKLAYERS imams*

western suburbs. Phone S25 9010
55321113

BOOKING CLERK/

DISPATCHER

18 years plus (astern Suburbs,
Experienced with telephone. Good
knowleFee Uf Sydney area. Suvice
attituoe a must. Motor spates or
accessories experience an advan
lase Phone 7111 Manager.
3e7 4999 Monday from lam

0312451111

BOOKKEEPER

CENTRAL COAST
Furniture retail imp required.

m
Vore

P W Per OsitiOn. Mime P
(043) 24.2572 after flam Mon.
STAid FORCE LA ROO

053211111

BUILDING QUALITY

ASSURANCE

OFFICER

RICE DAUSINEY ARCHITECTS are
Seeking.

QUALITY kSSURANCE OFFICER
with a background In building or
Architecture related tr) onsite
construction supervision. Me esic
ceSSful applicant will be responsible
for qUillty assurance Inspection
end repotting for a maltsr heaith
building currently under construc
don in Sydney. This appointment fg
for an onsite position during the
period ol construction, and an 00.
portunity exists ler centinionity el
Invelvement with further protects.
If you know you hove Me right
qualities to participate In the con.
(blued growth and development of
Der successful practice CenteCt Mr
Simmons at:

RICE DAWINIY ARCHITECTS
97 Psullic

Nth Sydney NSW 2
slift No; area (02) 828 71)

The Home Care Service of New South Wales is an Equal
Opportundy Employer. The Cdy of Sydney Branch invites
written applications for the potato) ot

BOOKK PER
Responsible to: Branch Manager.
Responsible foe Maintenance of all financial recads in

the Branch.

DUTIM
(i) Prepare psyroff end maintain subsidiary records.
(u) Maintain NWrs Ledger. produce Aged Trial Balance

and folic* up of outstanding accounts.
(Iii) Maintain Branch Cash Book.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

6 3

111,1fLOSIII LABOURER Manly area
Must have heist certificate
939 23111 or 949 1713 alh

01231024
BUS DRIVER

Experienced drivers with Class 1 4
Or 5 licence riteuired for Suburban
Sus Service Apply Monieri aftee
fiem fp 30S Victoria Rd. Rydaimere

SSSSS NMI

BUS DRIVERS

Casual and Jafrmanent staff
required. CNN 3. 4. or 5 Drivers
Licence. Call Earn.t2noon

North II Woollen Bus Lines
1 MOOS* Reed.
GLADISVILLI

ensiles&
IlliTCHER See Self Inveloyment OP.
ports/titles column

111118/321
tR DULLEDold:ray:1i meter te work

with Kasten Kitchens. elso manufac.
titre of Impeded Weld Kitchens

irenLAMPOON an &Wants.,
E3E11 lot Nether peeticuists.MOM

CASINO MAKERS
New proeresshe 1411neer, 0100
requkere sill MOttrated tradeoff.
DOM 1010le our PreSent team.
Attractive wows A conditions. For
an interview phone Nell Stages on

"IL 4848 fts.Spril Mon.Tri
M.D. JOINERY. GuILDFORD

0131154 13
CABONITMAXER INITAUERS

Kitchen company requires 2 cabinet
makers Installers. Mast_ have
reference!. Phone Laurie I104 4177

9128/121111

CABINETMAKER

Req. for furniture manufacturer.
Tr edespee son only. Ph 602 5161

eel
CAR ISITAILBR casual. required bY

tourgeldNerliennehnenSrrositHioniliS Meirst
mite tenxperslien4c5edeo. oConortacilth 149c2i

2.37CAP WAIIPWR youth neadie:dt10
wash cars. busy detailing MO, must
have current licence. Ph 'J12 2602

11322364
CARPENTER PertItIon work, city
area. must be elite to wort with
Minimum superon. Immediate
start. .001 wages. 708 1212

01331143
CARPINTIR Experienced In office

rtItion manufacture 6 Installation.
fable. Plenty Oltimt

/11.54°3415111Sitc.V11; 2652 rut"'
51,1251141

CARPENTER Qualified tradesper.
eon 20.30 veers with experience in
W11412102 M1101004341 requited te

Clargrnst °Iihavet a ewverin ett rysalpobvirti.d011i I Iskngi lits0

work Ineneatitanerth wfftern sub .
wbs. te tun & Goo&
wages. Ph (045)72 3372 all hours.

4"lCARPENTERS wanted. 10 eapinl
Med Carpenters tO wOrk on form.
work. Heed work for eood wages.
Ph (042) 75 1766.

033211W

CARPENTERS AND MORIRS



(a) Key features of text: contextual clues
layout, columns, typed print
bold-print headings, logos

key words and phrases
Employment
names of jobs
suburbs, phone numbers
requirements, e.g. experience, driver's licence

numbers
salary
phone numbers, times.
Specific information to scan for
the salaiy, the contact number
the location, etc.

possible unfamiliar words
abbreviations, e.g. a/h., suit., exp., hr, p.w.

Important details
specific qualifications required for a job
duties involved in a job
how to apply

(b) Skills to look for: confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of contextual
clues;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in a text;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers e.g. time, phone number address;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea;
ability to scan for specific information or words;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words (including
abbreviations);
ability to adapt reading strategies to the task;
ability to use reference skills;

alphabetical order
categorical organization

ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail;
ability to understand information not explicitly stated.

Reading and Writing Maeaament Kit Sue Hood and Kicky Solomon 18



Task IS Understanding a semiformal letter from a real estate agent

P.O.Box 1295
Paddington
NSW 2021

B&J WILLIS & COMPANY
PTY. LIMITED

(EST. 1896)
REAL ESTATE AGENTS

144 OXFORD STREET, PADDINGTON

17th July, 1988

Miss Miller
3/94 Surrey Street
Darlinghurst NSW 2010

Dear Miss Miller,

RE: Lease 3/94 Surrey Street, Darlinghurst,

It is now more than 12 months since your rent was increased and due to increased
costs, rates, etc. the owner has no alternative but to increase your rent to the current
market value.

As from the 13th August, 1988 the rent will be $150 per week.

However, should you not agree please advise us in writing giving one month's notice
so that we may make alternative arrangen,aits to re-let the property.

Yours sincerely,

(Ms) P.M. Willis
Property Manager

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hood and Macy Solomon 19



(a) Key features of text: contextual clues
layout of letter, 'Dear...'
letterhead paper
typed

(b) Skills to look for:

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

key words
name of estate agent
own name and address
rent, increase, 13 August $150

numbers
dates, addresses, amount

specific information to scan for
the amount to be paid
the date of the increase

possibly unfamiliar words
lease, property, a,ternative

important details
the reasons for the increase
the alternative to paying the increased rent

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of contextual
clues;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in a text;
ability to understand relations between parts of the text;
ability to understand sentence structure;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to recognize key words and phrases;
ability to understand numbers, e.g. address, date, amount;
ability to read fluently;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea:
ability to scan for specific information;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to adapt reading I-.'.rategies to the task;
ability to understand main ideas;
ability to understand meaning in detail.

Co Sue Hood and May Solomon 20



Task 6

GAS

Understanding a gas bill

AGL Sydney Limited (Incorporated in NSW)
P.U. Box 2107 North Sydney , NSW 2059

MR D. AVVENEVOL
14 lIMOR STREE1
DARLINGHURST
NSW 2010

PLEASE NOTE INCREASE IN PRICE OF GAS
EFFECTIVE FROM JANUARY 1 1988

VISIT YOUR LOCAl. GAS CENTRE TODAY AND
SEE THE NEW AGL EXCLUSIVE ROOM HEATERS

CUSTOMER NUMBER

1 5 7 , 8 1 4 0 0 7 1

AGE. Sydney Limited

P.O. Box 2107 North Sydney , NSW 2059
Tel. (02) 922 8000 Account Enquiry

(02) 922 8888 Service And Appliance Repairs

SERVICE ADDRESS

AVVENEVOL & SONS
22 TIMOR STREEf
DARLINGHURST
NSW 2010

[F_TIOD 01/07/88 30/09/8d

Meter Reading
Present Previousr Factor Daily Average

This Year Las! Year
Tariff
Code

Block of
Consumption

Rate in Cents AMOUNT 1

_I
6308

-Amount

5241 35.953/

Teller
/ /

Date Received

15 14 CCO

FINAL DATE FOR PAYMENT

1325 MJ 1.5330 20.31

1o/io7871i TOTAL DUE 20.311

GAS INSTANT CONTROL SAVES ENERGY

Readmit and Writing Asnertrunent Kit Sue Hood and Nick), Solomon 21



(a) Key features of text: contextual clues
logo, layout

key words
gas, total, own name and address

numbers
dates, pllone number address, amount, customer number

specific information to scan for
the due date
the address to send it to
the customer number

important details
what to do if you want a receipt

(b) Skills to look fo. confidence in approaching the task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of contextual
clues;
ability to recognize key words and phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to scan for specific information.

Reading and Writing Maesament Kit
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Migrants ripped off

A
,

s:-A.11416111,1-V,',
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k4t.

Picture by GREG WHITE
FACING EVICTION: The Chelmons with Marla, 4, and baby Ashurina

Sy SUSAN TAYLOR

NON-ENGLISH-speaking
migrants in Sydney's west are
being discriminated against by
estate agents and ripped off by
landlords, say housing officials.

They say some landlords play on
the tenants' poor knowledge of
English to make them sign their
rights away on forms they do not
understand.

L.andlords are cheating tenants
out of their bond money and
getting them to unwittingly agree to
carry out vital repairs.

Eloise Murphy, of the Fairfield-
Liverpool Tenants Advice Service,
said a basic communication prob-
lem was the first stumbling block
for migrants.

"It is difficult to prove, but some
agents discriminate against non-
English-speaking applicants
because the market is so tight they
can afford to be more exclusive
when they pick as a tenant," she
said.

"Tenants are asked to sign a
range of documents. They arc often
asked to sign another form, without
reading or understanding it. and
that's the bond claim form the
tenant is supposed to sign at the
end of the tenancy."

Two meetings held recently by
the service in Fairfield and Liver-
pool raised more tales of rip-offs.
They included:

Tenants of a I7-year-old
block of flats in a "terrible condi
tion" believing they have to carry
out major repairs,

?
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Two non-English-
speaking families in the
same block having to
share one stove because
the landlord refused to
mend the other one.

A Chinese man who
found he had signed over
the whole of his $360 bond
to his landlord.

A Chilean mother-
of-three whose landlord
refuses to do repairs to a
leaking bedroom. which is
unusable when it rains.

Mary Anne Veliscek,
migrant resource worker
with the NSW Tenants
Union, claims the tribunal
system, where tenants can
complain about a rent
increase, is unfair fur
non-English-speaking
people who have to
defend themselves against
more articulate estate
agents.

She wants information
on bonds and leases made
available to nonEnglish-
speaking tenants in sev,
eral languages from estate
agents.

Si



(a) Key features qf text:

(b) Skills to look for:

contextual clues
layout, headline.
typeset in columns, photo

key words
migrants ripped off, discrimination, cheating
landlords, estate agents, tenants
non-English speaking
bond money, repairs

specific information to scan for
in which area of Sydney?
particular cases, e.g. the Chinese man

important details
the reasons why migrants are vulnerable
the specific problems that have arisen

possibly unfamiliar words
rip-offs, discriminate,
articulate, stumbling-block

confidence in approaching the task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of contextual
clues;
ability to understand meaning in pictures;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to read fluently;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea:
ability to scan for specific information;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to adapt reading strategies to the task;
ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail;
ability to detect the attitude of the writer.

7/
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Task 8 Understanding a personal message

(a) Key features of text:

(b) Skills to look for:

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

Y1° Lw'
\Di ccAle\e_r. c-arn
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/.

contextual clues
layout
handwritten

key words
names
brother, rang, urgent

numbers
phone number, time

specific information to scan for
who wrote the message?
what's the number to ring?
what time was the message taken?

possible unfamiliar words
urgent.

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type of text and purpose through use of contextual
clues;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea;
ability to scan for specific information;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to adapt reading strategies to the task;
ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail.

Sue Hood and Kicky Solomon 25
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(a) Key features of text: contextual clues
layout, pictures. prices
typeset

key words
names of items, e.g. tea bags, chocolate
prices of items, e.g. 59c. 1.99

numbers
prices, quantity, weight, number

specific information to scan for
the prices of specific items,
e.g. how much are the tea bags?
the number of items for the price,
e.g. how many cartons of juice for $1.99?

(b) Skills to look for: confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type of text and purpose through use of contextual
clues;
ability to understand meaning in pictures and diagrams;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers e.g. price, quantity;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea;
ability to scan for specific information or words;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to adapt reading strategy to the task.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit -7 Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 27



Task 10 Understanding a letterfrom school

WIHBERLEY PRImARY SCHOOL May, 1987

Dear Parents,

Tenn 2 Family Contributions

Family contributions for term two are now due and we hope that you will

support the P i, C's major fund raiser once again.

This year %,e have already spent $7000 on replacing and adding .x) the

cakouters with more bills to cane. This means that a good response to the

family oontribution scheme is essential if we are to continue to fund

the day to day expenses as well as nake major purchases.

The naxt major pxoject is a new photocopier for the Chisholm building and

the continuation of turfing of areas of the playground.

The family contribution scheme is now K-6. The Raley is used for the benefit

of every child from Kindergarten to Year 6 and we hope that you will support

the P a C in its efforts to provide better facilities your children.

For your interest details of all Income and expenditure axe presented at

every P & C meeting.

Suggested rates are as follows:

Single child - $15.00 Family - $20.00

Please send your contribution as soon as possible - a rece;pt will be

given to your child to take home to you.

With thanks,

Ihe P a C Executive

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hood and isitcky Solomon 28



(a) Key features qf text:

(b) Skills to look for

contextual clues
layout of letter (Dear% etc.)
typed.

key words
Wimberley Primary School
P&C, family contributions
single child, $15
family, $20

specific information to scan for
how much has been spent so far?
what on?
how much is a family contribution?

possibly unfamiliar words
contributions, income, expenditure, turfing

important dr1.ails
why contributions are needed
what the next project is

confidence in approaching task;
ability to identify type and purpose of text through use of contextual
clues;
ability to understand the organization of ideas in the text;
ability to understand relations between parts of the text;
ability to understand sentence structure;
ability to use punctuation to construct meaning;
ability to recognize key words or phrases;
ability to understand numbers;
ability to read fluently;
ability to predict meaning before reading;
ability to predict meaning while reading;
ability to skim for the general idea;
ability to scan for specific information or words;
ability to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words;
ability to adapt reading strategies to the task;
ability to understand the main ideas;
ability to understand the meaning in detail.

77
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2. Illustration of
procedures

(a) Recording
miscues

c5Y-I Loa+) /on vvOo)
...-

SIGHT WORDS STOP v /ONE WAY NO SMOKING
-r- - -

POLICE ...- AMBULANCE /FIRE
M. :WM ,. .... ....

67;iisi TELEPHONE " AIRMAIL

sIGN/LABEL TRADING HOURS

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

MON.-THURS.
.crtee_
FRI. & SAT.

MEMO OM II. OD WO

SUNDAY,-

9 a.m.-10 p.m.

9 a.m.-11 p.m.-
10 a.m.-10 p.m..

a.m. IN*

ONE
WAY
411-

Ambulance

Fwe

MAIL

3 8'
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READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME
LEARNER TYPE

DATE °C). g]

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text, complexity --p O¼0Q (25( ..socAoA Lotw-ds
clarity, familiarity, etc. and attach copy if possible)

Iro Fri ate. 2.1-tTer ten I clos

SKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence

Skills

COMMENTS

V"\CA. 02-Y W1kk WN.0) Alb .--kekk42-.

ac1-QA".., a rvz. cxtigaiy.r.S5V I WYN % . k a/v-0 V1/44.6 erl._

ZA:m.;101.1.Sk.k) wor cis re-NoveV.-2_0! cv wo.ire.. c..cA\ii-A:A:Ajol, e)

identify English script CIC..2Osia.G.N-\\U1

identify type of text and purpose CcirsINC2NAXA.,..N.% CW42. \--,elv..c cl V:le%

understand organization of ideas in the text Cre &O b-v-.Q, 3-Z 1/N-1 \pi 27041 S

understand relations between parts of the text
understand sentence structure I/Jct.-6s v-e,av1/4.2a (-- --) SIN5v.glci r-No
understand punctuation recz v-N. I4 ' 1 rv-s0d02_ 'no cA. 42..ivv cn
recognize key words and phrases ...(:)r %"_ c3,...a, v.csk (---,

or.understand meaning in pictures/diagrams ) mecoz, YrICI.42. le\ &42.dtees
understand numbers 1 SuArol 1 owNok ALA vv, y-s,
identify letters of the alphabet 1 ._......4--_,..x.-C-or

tA""doersi001(Fal cici trlot 6,61.%)

Strategies

read fluently
predict before reading
predict while reading
skim
scan
work out the meaning of unfamiliar words,

semantic clues
syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task
use refer ence skills
adapt strategies when meaning Ls lost

Comprehension

main ideas
'meaning in detail
iznplicit meaning
attitude of the writer

using --tried a tor;tc_ ()Mack uvlsuccS-
-cue, .).3tt,. avgb,-;, 'one wall
A-\f-

- used covi..t2y:iuoLA does OQi
reNecoe\% rn

o4-vcr 02..spor\ce....

vrec_cT%s4:2d aloc5A-ki- kog oc
Svv-N_s\ wards.

Reading and Writing Amassment Kit
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GENERAL
COMMENTS Lc'eS"

c.04:v1Q.v.c.e. ko vsa_

k\i'2eck% `9".z'siur%42- -Vc)
CV:VN C.C5Nri\1/4121ZA

POSSIBLE io skoisk -1-42)crs (^At\
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES c(3vs-:, (42".."4-S\Sscip 6.13YS PrCauCr
ck,,G,")"<--T ,

c.Aavv.Aop Cortrwieir.ce.. ckled lerN

4-6 day42.1 sk-ra.-t vas -Gc pczeilet;v4,.
fook.a.try.

174062_ ).-Ar%tc,traclirvn)..i

Gkey6ey sk-rritQt3es -C-cyc Loafk..;-Y\O\ oui-41,NZ

rWant trvD, o Wevcavv-.1\ kdkc 6..)Ora
(-6-cerv- cdoraactucu( does ,-crbyy--1-ke

v-y-N,Qa.vi 4462, soy-re-au vct vst-Niq 1-Q.,)(±)

-hz1 ckaspd2AG 0,Q

ckxze,

1c) b.Q.C5rrN42._ v\\\\DC SpirrNa. C-ornreon

Sccx Snfi.Wt lx.) trek he-N

-1-(0 brOCOQvN kvGIA)I,G30tQ \ QIN
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e

Dear Allen,

;lad had rviT

/ 2/120 Bourke S
East Sydney
29th May

wyrsfe. Ar ? eai-Pi
How are you? I'misorly Ilhaven't written for/so long. I've

101
1.21--ter let

been very busy at workping a lot of ove m but/things/
yect wise I:1

are/getting a littlebi etterinow.

..P
We haw/jusmoved to a new flat. It's/great. It has a good
,,4,, 0.04 eorditt4;o1r-% 064 ie%

lqy.r of city, and it's close to the station. We are very/

happy here.

s-olo.i- Sa1lr ke.
rylj

bay 'hello' to your/family for me and please write back

soon.

All the best,

Martin.
INN= /I, IMO
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READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME icDio'r
LEARNER TYPE 6

DATE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text. complexity SV,cfA
clarity, familiarity. etc. and attach copy if possible) . \-NOoe-a, wY.- Q. Yr. ckcior

scrcy\-- )-.Q.cw-ner l'var
6-).`kke\ -i\(\ 's -rip42"

SKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task) COMMENTS

Confidence

Skills

`5\* vernc(Drc\c"k "
identify English script

S QC:11

identify type of text and purpose
'1A1understand organization of ideas in the text

understand relations between parts of the text
understand sentence structure
understand punctuation
recognize key words and phrases/
understand meaning in picturea/diagramsi
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

Strategies

*is as a (A-vs-oral kit& -gro v-v%

CJXkfQ of 462.- 4ruci ores oi Orw-cAse_
1.0..il.e.A ot sc.40,-...1) 614 ro cx-t-- so urv-Nickipi3O_,

+0 use_ s4vcfaY, heA p
vyNott 1"0-.Q.cx V\ 1 If\

I n SLA..bS4-it teCeN 'Co 6inl

cor n4kx051 -had
vie("3't...)ck look v;e161

`Te-okttk
sz""*""2- ekub"\'^=0,C-C-(xv..-;\\\6/- ,12-w-c,r4zsile"s- bs.ehes\ roai c7;-- 4- v-rd voeyrotread fluently,'"

n Wor
predict before reading V-- --Csve,;\\V6..,r .a.c.v4-42..visk rLN av.c3k
predict while reading."' -Csk°' Cor"."'"" *0 cc:1'141'2-x+

tk.)% oku.Q.ss i.ubsk 0:1T.13 v't-va-A 1
O.YN itepprG1/4A-R.. SerrLIfT C.skim

scan e Cy-tri° czt. ten GOrd &Gar
work out the meaning of unfamiliar words,

semantic clues./ se....-y-v3,,,:kc -crt:"^-1 rs-votn svckg.v- \cAr31/4-knZ,

6->ov,)42c1
fo,

\T) 0 aqyro,1 Ward .

Sor'Q 5u4.bs;-NTAAT-..

syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task L) sa
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

Comprehension

main ideas /. km-) r1-.0..t .VCAC)

meaning in detail
implicit meaning
attitude of the writer

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hocd and Kicky Solomon



GENERAL UeSS btAl not pIckke%
COMMENTS avxi u,v-sable_ vze .rl Se_

iN) ev v;r\opyrav-to..-te, skAbskrk-LcXkEw\s

030\e, -ko Ify\cx6" .cioQcks - butt not
ct4ta.\ v-vveav-\ ty-0)

POSSIBLE :) vccc1-103 i2X cky-a, fYNP.<--sa. s
TEACHLNG

OBJECTIvEs -to GkQA)-121cDp GlAr\ a3ale-Q__ness kf,5144\42.i
cky-02_, propor\2:ea ar\eck wkicot
ks

baCszpre-Ne-ftavY:\\ 6or MP\ avr-cTc:\al:42.,
wcx--os L.si(Frzsz_sslov-Ns cky,c)\
skruk&-Ote,e-S.

642--\)- '7\00-Yei \Y-\ V-42_03,1(:-\C

lb aQ-VQ.A9D
\ Yvv2_cx \ V10

-6:5r-khe

da.1.2.Acc, te,s. u.)c)r-kreNo,

00-1- rv U bevarw.114r-

k.)ore,s
sQ-rnarv,41e._

ryv_rA v-v,o) c4-fine surcsi.4nche).-)
--fin&tor,

sv.
,grEA v,r) bneCt c5{- .1-kr2el)

'."Kaskl")tr\s(1 ar,g)r av-ci cdzacik.v-vn corm.

.
"MM..

Reading and VP.:ttne A.sseument Kit

V 3
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English

Reading and Writing Aarimment Kit

ACD
AMES provides morning, afternoon and evening classes at

regional education centriand in your/suburb.

Course0include programmtfor new arrivals, long-term
ir,t2Ad

residents, and classc@ with home language support. Thdre

are also special courses in study skills, reading and
reca
writin , conversation and English for work. Other special

courses may be :,n ange@ Where possible students with
AO(

iicommon needs and interests are grou ed together, e.g.

people seeking work, women with small children,

ThegTh are also facilities forshift-workers, the/ elde

individual study.

chlairibel
All courses are free. Free childcare
tocet---
locations. For more information or

dzwer-
is available at some

o enrol in a class

contact your nearest regional education centre or

community co-ord

sq
Sue Hood and Mcky Solomon St,



READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME CnsTkwa
LEARNER TYPE I

DATEX.S

4-cei 6esc,r. ion 4\\AE
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text, complexityasu r.- rNttc)%1
clarity, familiarity, etc. and attach copy if possible) brock0f;Q... t\irsk

coAtsba 1/4A0.A CL>42s i-c-ctv1A1 dA,Vvz, tti
vc.c.1-rc.. tor,

COMMENTSSKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence 3..bock

Skills

identify English script
identify type of text and purpose
understand organization of ideas in the text
understand relations between parts of the text
understand sentence structure %,'"
understand punctuation ,,/- GT(*)r°,
recognize key words and phrases Unk-avv: \\ 04.1-

understand meaning in pictures/diagrams
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

Strategies mac) 41002milm.)i-t-i-cccw head rokyS
read fluently v> WYNC-0/vv:\\3J i voc58-da
predict before reading subsk:1-ti,LiZc1

skim
scan
work out the meaning of u

semantic clues
syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

v-v\\ov-ci tOv.
dr\.\\ d

d ow2r

predict while reading / 'z5v42-r 4 vv kor
ty..42a.v.tv, t

subsi. aktickmv, altoyy,
miliar words. using,

CAC22..QAfcx.)-1-0 mean
mad-Q, OrjLitC,15a2nev\pot or-

6\442x- ct.r.oll 02a.c) a tr

ory-.1s...10.-.s 4 wcyrd.ercil;nos Rg142a--
--4Dave-Nore-t-o41(=An --eQcdur-ES--)seIC-cri-cdcd

(.3p-tare re. scu.as was sLiniach'crA llj

Comprehension

'main ideas ./
'meaning in detail
'implicit meaning
"attitude of the writer

maw-) 042.cts d.,2±0,t\
tQco.AAs42... t ;rv Itta avn0.012.

Readir4 and Wrinng Assessment Kit Sue Hood and Kicky Solomon 37
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GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTWES

T20.3 ctuitte, CorCidaviL caCiDtrOne\ScOr SornQ
-P-orv\ 1.1 CQcdPrqav-ci Q.A9-Ner-04.1,L1/41

Mc
n2o,c). -{r(N.2anrr-0. .

-kxd Ljtfk lAkilt&N trOltvg:k, acrcas
Vartetil G\Gnres (Ait 11 cal telAY her -to bOzme
--ConevCqety- tAirrk sowlc, partietA cur --Rectvoes
of --41egeoences a v\ok so to prOCP_Sc
1,-yvt2an'iryvi rriorc. 42141 oev\

Og(2,nr,C5112._-Csierrek,11 (})1;11-1-"&"-f1/4(2_,zis IgucieN ag
SQtrni --eorveCd --ror , lez/pofts,
brocinoras rLJsFopr ckettiec)

thv.aicp ai froamnegg 1C LAZI Qiick\
tzds ate.4- ozooemz-e-ci

ta beconlc vy; 11 icA,r. (Airtiedlic ofprzfri6dQ
vocabudar arci dri,4 atios

heconevc -ra wacky- (6(th ke 1,00rCN

Ov-rd Lace(2,ss ong PN--Ixtrh.cu r
tod:s ard Con-tairii ai

dQv p thD-± .t42.S-CoCu

Net)"(\)(1)Q1-crE-'4rtz2rdiA)1(1.1i.rnis)

thy-r-Irn.rrn
Warb(YNO\cxx['-4.1n42_ hrlQan.vrl
(Aryl-Calf-NA-0\60r tiocYCIQ

R2043 -r acto.1 kd ry,,couri v-rn



(b) Cloze

My Life in Sydney

Reading and Writing Aseesament Kit

When I was in Korea, I longed to be in Sydney. I had
heard that it was the most beautiful city in the world and
it really is.

When I first arrived I was afraid of everything, because I
couldn't speak any English or even understand what
peopl.: said. Also the way people lived was so different to
the way we lived in Korea.

Now, six months later, things are getting better.
although I still worry about a few things.

My main fear is that I won't be accepted by Australians
because of my different race, my different facial features,
and my accent.

The English language is my second biggest problem,
even though I studied English at high school in Korea for
six years for four hours a week. My English isn't good
enough for me to join in conversations with Australians, to
read books and magazines without using a dictionary, or
to get the sort of job I'd like.

Sometimes I miss my family back home. I don't have
ary family here, except for my husband. Still I guess I'm
lucky because I have many Korean friends. I hope I will
soon have some Australie% ones too.

V7
Sue Hood and NIcky Solomon 39



My Life in Sydney When I was in Korea, I longed to be in Sydney. I had

heard that it was the most beautiful city in the world and

it really is.

When I first arrived was afraid of everything,

I couldn't speak any or even understand

what said. Also the way lived was so

different the way we lived Korea.

Now six months , things are getting better,

still worry about few things.

My main is that I won't accepted by

Australians because my different race, my

facial features, and my

The English language is second biggest problem.

even I studied English at school in Korea

for yeai for four hours week. My English

isn't enough for me to in conversations

with Australians, read books and magazines

using a dictionary, or

I'd like.

get the sort of

Sometimes I. my family bagA home. don't

have any family , except for my husband. I

guess I'm lucky I have many Korean . T

hope I will have some Australian ones too.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hood and Maze Solomon 40
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My Life in Sydney

(1) When I was in Korea. I longed to be in Sydney. I had
heard that it was the most beautiful city in the world and
it really is.

r was afraid of everything,(2) When I first arrived -I
ond I couldn't speak anyla r even undetstand

what -1-62-te said. Also the way crC- lived was so
different the way we lived Tn Korea.

CLCiorn

(a) Now six months 042' things are getting better. Wk.

still worry about few things.
ancliler

(4) My main - Y s is that I won't accepted by
Australians because my different race, my

facial features, and my

(5) The English language is a- second biggest problem.
even2a4 I studied English 441116§choorrea
for 6 years for four hoursHici-hot,....peTV?' English
isn't enough for me tourde-eSsurffi conversations
with Australians. So read books md magazines

urckril-c`rd using a dictionary. orttv'claruget the soe, of
ibadriar I'd like.

(6) Sometimes 1 0'2)4- my family back home. 14\ci don't
have any family . except for my husband. hat I

guess I'm lucky2)2.441"Ki have many Korean /and I

hope I will have some Australian ones too.

Reading and Writing Assessment Mt

F
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READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME LI e
LEARNER TYPE 1-1-

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text,
clarity, familiarity, etc. and attach copy if possible)

DATE

c1,022.40.sluelo4wri
complexity (*cr.( of t n
kustaxita, (atArLi voorci
dele-teci)- -f-tavvar cortert

SKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence

Skills

identify English script
identify type of text and purpose
understand organization of ideas in the text

understand punctuation
recognize key words and p rases I/

understand relations between parts of the text
understand sentence structure

understand meaning in pict
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

Strategies

es/diagra- - LJ long' r.2..142_to C -fhat
ra.oco, OrN s pek....vr,c)

Woydi clonal OnrOLN-S

suo1 e)( S2x04451- yrk.(0. 6tAt /

COMMENTS

Ug.42. Ca.') ndi S

(Ct btxt eon usC

itfcak r5.t'Olc bt7i-In
frvvot e

Ind us Iorts SCt.ikA(Lt
but nol s thca 1 L4 a. . parrk

develi+ `ctslcsiii
-c-vAAP-14-1

'rri v.0.41

read fluently
predict before reading
predict while reading
skim
scan
work out the meaning of unfamiliar words, using

semantic clues
syntactic clues X 1--Y-%Ck v-

grapho-phonic clues
adapt reading strategy to the task
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

Comprehension

main ideas
meaning in detail
implicit meaning
attitude of the writer

Reading and venting Aaaesament Kit

610
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GENERAL Cc-4d tAi--) -i-ti._ co.\\stoe -i-k<2 and L.Das
COMMENTS able. --b. .6.tA bsfliaL rar)ct 0 s .4kcci LA/Q.

S20"c; \-i t erA ( I ,--/ oprbey:-.( , bul unab IQ.

--4-42 ciiirliCACA-1 .C. COte-s4J7d. 40 COCif L..

tOt.A.---± V-vssISI v-1 tA)Ov-CAS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

v-e-t cç 0 QThQ. c5* seAclky-Nc,a_

v--e_ verb enr.a.,2

lc) L.3 SQ- S02)(C\42).rC_-42_ CIA C ure:t
Trzez:Vc..--t- ry-.42.4. v R cf I._AvvCCA 0/"*

v..xycck

*-1Z e:7\ e (=sc

VCc::orNC)
\ kr\V-.."'"N sC)

Ne-
S

kaa2-CAbev-.Q_ CA Nre__

T634-Nrk.t CLANCk

Reading and Writing Msesament Kit

cti
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My Life in Sydney

(1) When I was in Korea, I longed to be in Sydney. I had heard that it was

the most beautiful city in the world and it really is.

(2) When I first arrived I. was afraid of everything," I couldn't

speak any &1511S'Ilr even understand what sai . Also the way

OOS-h-cd1ty1 lived was so different the way we lived 4A, Korea.

(3) Now six months 12,-, things are getting better, b(--84 I still worry

about CI few things.

Reading and Writing Maeaament Kit

(4) My main prOblears that I won't accepted by Australians

because d my different race, my facial features, and my
(oat ICO)

42 -32..S

ASSICIvI

(5) The English language is rh8 second biggest problem, even

studied English at me- school in Korea for SO( years for fo tur

Urcloramil
hours W.: week. My English isn't ccd enough for me t

in conversatiol,s with Australians, I read books and magazines

\CO, using a dictionary, or 7 get the sort of I'd like.
h-r6D)/i-Thc

(6) Sometimes I
irl ill Lic Imy family back home. don't have any

family Aerc, except for my husband. 6-1-11- I guess rm lucky

I have many Korean4'i041* I hope I williA, have some
-to NpLe... he.re. be_trrrn-to

Australian ones too.

Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 44



READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAmE

LEARNER TYPE
DATEZ. -17

102e, astudexif wkt-f-pk,
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text, complexity Ohek e, 1\-4t(olia
clarity, familiarity, etc. and attach copy if possible) gl4warci dact-tci

- (cue +opIC.

SKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence

Skills

identify English script
identify type of text and purpose
understand organization of ideas in the text
understand relations between parts of th
understand sentence structure
understand punctuation /
recognize key words and
understand meaning in pic
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

COMMENTS

us.c wrrect
deklioeg-to !ink ids Cke:fa2x±

rb- wayris 4if opocrCkL&A .h40
SQAQ.rQ. dructure, bLd
Q. pax ?Oora.5.

In sorriz. places 6"42.(iX).C. unctidriO
cote) 'ust: on,a borzoi 42-latlAA2
srifOdi&L LH appr.oriodt.

3 ii,)orols (Fv(0,.(0
or

all words adckd aztatrad -tivjtopic
shows an unclargirtndirlOckt WOrthStrategies

read fluently
predict before reading
predict while reading /
skim
scan
work out the meaning of unfamiliar

semantic clues
syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

ry, Qactfr-N pa.retckraek

vara. s. bccks'
bua G k.AQs.s'

words, using

Comprehension

main ideas
meaning in detail V-
@implicit meaning
attitude of the writer

Reading and Wilting Aimiesinnent Kit

q3
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GENERAL MD142, it utv,dgy-glomd --k-heQx-i- ki ClecU 1
COMMENTS Woyds ()claw) ware_ appCop eck_. ii3 41(QC(5)4Q.

oc- 4)Q. riCE)sciik- ard cAto.)Art-t0 at1Tacec.
kbyds ackdo3 aid vxstaltioaHs -Ott i vio --ici,(1.

.-t ritact (al sirtA et-ur.e_. c)(---MQ, pas& aq9_,. or.
ydorc.-±kan on.Q. (hod had i-b scQ, uStOil -lb do23.

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

342)i-e.lop cz,k).afQn,2&s O sev&fic.Q. gt-ructure.
ayd Qn).2cChbh
Such as fXr h.c,/ --forry-al
lkoTtZle- )c.Q.r d).itC

Reacting and Writing Matteautent Kit

9 q
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(c) Sequencing
Master text I.

14 Waratah St.,
Bondi 2026

12th June, 1987

Minister of Education
Parliament House

Dear Minister,

I am writing to express my deep concern regarding the
Government's decision to cut education funding.

In particular, I was disturbed to learn of plans to increase
class sizes and to abolish the free book allowance for
disadvantaged children.

These measures seem to be very short-sighted responses
to financial problems for several reasons.

Firstly, our future welfare depends on providing our young
people with the best possible education.

Secondly, by showing a lack of commitment to high
educational standards we will encourage a lack of
confidence in this country on the part of the international
community.

I strongly urge you, therefore, to reconsider this decision.

Yours sincerely,

qs
Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Svc Hood and Nick/ Solomon 47



Master text II.

15 Johns Street,
Wealtmead

NSW 2145

15th September 1986

The Manager
Best Motors
12 Bathurst Street
Parramatta NSW 2150

Dear Sir,

I wish to apply for the position of Apprentice Motor
Mechanic advertised in the Daily Telegraph on 14th
September 1986.

Although having left school only last year, I have had an
interest in cars for some years. At school I took an elective
in car maintenance and have been carrying out small
maintenance jobs on my parents' car ever since.

Since leaving school I have worked on a regular part-time
basis at the Shell Service Centre, Westmead, as a petrol
pump attendant and general assistant. I have recently
completed a pre-apprenticeship course in motor
mechanics at Liverpool Technical College. I am also a
member of the Parramatta Sports Car Club.

Enclosed is a copy of my résumé for your consideration.
together with copies of two references.

I hope you will see from my background that I am
well-suited to this position. I would be pleased to attend
an interview at any time which is suitable to you.

Yours faithfully,

Reading and Wilting Aeoeasment Kit Sue liaJd and Ricky Salome:. 48



Student sequenced
text I.

Reading and Wilting Mae:lament Kit

14 Waratah St.
Bondi 2026
12th June, 1987

Minister of Education
Parliament House

Dear Minister,

I am writing to express my deep concern regarding the
Government's decision to cut education funding.

Firstly, our future welfare depends on providing our young
people with the best possible education.

In particular, I was disturbed to learn of plans to increase
class sizes and to abolish the free book allowance for
disadvantaged children.

Secondly, by showing a lack of commitment to high
educational standards we will encourage a lack of
confidence in this country on the part of the international
community.

These measures seem to be very short-sighted responses
to financial problems for several reasons

I strongly urge you, therefore, to reconsider this decision.

Yours sincerely,

97 Sue Hood and Mcky Solomon 49



READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME Ed
LEARNER TYPE

DATE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text, complexity 1.)42x1C

clarity, familiarity. etc. and attach copy if possible)
lercer cs-c

Tra-ksk-- b id ard
art 11-1-1-0 fAl nces

SKILLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence

Skills

COMMENTS

yy, I icr c4ormai 0-f -Corn-al
identify English script rYmQ
identify type of text and purpos k/ n sicd Ict.Q.siout -Fog! ores sdrin QS--
understand organization of ideas in the text

addr s, opetr q- alosurz.__ .

understand relations between parts of the 441Q,
geropriccre ord or oc iljoyunderstand sentence structure

understand punctuation
recognize key words and phrases
understand meaning in pictures/diagrams
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

Strategies

read fluently
predict before reading
predict while reading
skim
scan
work out the meaning of unfamiliar words, using

semantic clues
syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

n.Q.Qd

Soxi4lror2_ stxpkirrit
ayNd a etrzzry-v,sQn-t
mrkratrinJa

e-pcct- ogx-4Cthtotr. co\-iaAv-e,

p-chtulcvill-that iS ,
soinals- Ls/Kan/10+i 6A-hbh
Idj en-lcant\ ns a( how

do4ogy\oks cn-y.
40ockuocict- tbv\I

PurP"-

4_ cioos not

Comprehension

main ideas
meaning in detail
implicit meaning
attitude of the writer

Reading and Welting Assessment Kit

q g

vyloasur42s/ doas
hoJ reeer- Eack-io
an o.rd VQ:(03

r oyvat Ji noi -c6101/sicd
rzana.
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GENERAL HAS Sarr\Q., a),Axx-reness La cr(--corcrax
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

±7,4.:-..\\°
cormqvi L.)t . or3)1/4x

CArd UPOID\QAt3 OSQ 60-Q+CAP-S

Q-Y\ cx-a2s-: -kcnc4.>(:±..

IQ us-e_ cxnQ (' ,c7:)c ro
1Q2..A1z-rs 1Q.c0,QA-172A-- oc

9r-d-azd-- y.d c_cyry..s:161/4vv-\--\

cas,Q, av-v3 dr\-v2_r cr::)r,c-r-cx\
Gude\ c),Q ,aekt-oras c.Q.s.scx

,±b dav-Q-\ cc:)F Ckv-
-\\e\asejtc12.5d.:-.s 01.62_cyC rmzed

bAkkc-- .*c.
CAZ\J C.,QS cca--Qxzfair,,e,Q,_

,c),Nr\d e_cyrkAcS\r-..



Student sequenced
text II.

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit

15 Johns Street,
Westmead
NSW 2145

15th September 1986

The Manager
Best Motors
12 Bathurst Street
Parramatta NSW 2150

Dear Sir,

I hope you will see from my background that I am
well-suited to this position. I would be pleased to attend
an interview at any time which is suitable to you.

Since leaving school I have worked on a regular part-time
basis at the Shell Service Centre, Westmead, as a petrol
pump attendant and general assistant. I have recently
completed a pre-apprenticeship course in motor
mechanics at Liverpool Technical College. I am also a
member of the Parramatta Sports Car Club.

I wish to apply for the position of Apprentice Motor
Mechanic advertised in the Daily Telegraph on 14th
September 1986.

Although having left school only last year, I have had an
interest in cars for some years. At school I took an elective
in car maintenance and have been carrying out small
maintenance jobs on my parents' car ever since.

Enclosed is a copy of my résumé for your consideration,
together with copies of two references.

Yours faithfully.

Sue Hood and Nicicy Solomon 52



READING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME c4.°1 DATEAD. S. 27
LEARNER TYPE 3

SQ9YeieNC.YYNot 0, "1 ob.DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (Comment on type of text, complexity 01/"ACoSke5C-clarity, familiarity, etc. and attach copy if possible)

tiped av-Nd ctdck'v-vrik-0
prx.ro, rex \.e.%

SICELLS (Mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence

Skills

COMMENTS

"CtA:ridentify English script rv-\VCA
identify type of text and purpose/ "k\CACQYYNQ..0-.k- data_
understand organization of ideas in the text .__a.th,c51.02...s..c
understand relations between parts of the text-- ax-

c.5 vic3C,

\° oW\r,'u'"°)

Irrivc;te. (42, rtx.-k\-Q._r4cr,o,v-
th )3,4;r-Nr:r-r.A.N.

T7Q---=* \4'Qc`f
ckt Nr.r,r-NO

11r
ck\c-seo.di

rYV-Nr* 1 0 Y42_61
.

understand sentence structure
understand punctuation
recognize key words and phrases
understand meaning in pictures/diagrams
understand numbers
identify letters of the alphabet

Strategies

read fluently
predict before reading
predict while reading
skim
Sean
work out the meaning of unfamiliar words, using

semantic clues
syntactic clues
grapho-phonic clues

adapt reading strategy to the task
use reference skills
adapt strategies when meaning is lost

Comprehension

main ideas
meaning in detail
implicit meaning
attitude of the writer

Reading and Wilting Armament Kit Sue Hood and Mcky Solomon 53
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GENERAL Unco.ry,\13,i- WkV. -Ww., covf:\oLk.LQ.,
COMMENTS ,c-N.carxtb\r-. 4 Cs:Dr&let 0,:r\c:)

Q\\\\Cth

POSSIBLE TO os.Q___. cx \Jay-1 Q, es( +flQ cA--

OBJECTIVES
TEACHING

r-,42.c\L)Q- -cli Thf-'1 c.r.rieC3(.k. lOYN
Cory\ kcAa w-& .Q..+c ..

1

-to dko-v.QAav ay-. avdcaCQQ_n-QsS c5c V\01A)

°\--cx'rw2-E 8
nrcl,a-r- 4 przes QAP\ioLi e3:\PN (:5-

cc:3?-ccAr-ci

baccDry-\.e.

e-s çQ s

RescLAg and Writing Assessment Ktt



WRITING
SUPPORT

illustration of
procedures

Task 1 You want to withdraw $50 from your savings account. Your branch is
Lakemba and your account number is 438640.
Fill in the accompanying form.

COMMONWEALTH SAVINGS BANK OF AUSTRALIA

WITHDRAWAL

A. ynu abOurio change
youl adcliess Please lel

us know.

PLEASE USE MOCK Lt I iritS
csn 312

815

BRANCH ON
PASSBOOK

BANK USE ONLY PASSBOOK
NUMBER

cai-rolv NI(s+re
'36-1g

tirc""
STAT E

RECEIVED THE SUM OF

AMOUNT IN W0110S

The passbook must be produced with this receipt.,_
TL /

M
DATE eh" 14 19 e l

I z1./404

VraFF;tcirsiA on TC41 1-11(-1-(+01as .0qtraiC el 000

INITIALS
OF 8.0. BANK USE ONLY

FINAL
BALANCE

Reading and Writing Asaeament KR

Reprinted with permission from the Commonwealth Bank.
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME ra+Irr\C
LEARNER TYPE

DATElq. 6

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) 'to tI lin 120,4 u.,itttr.,circujickA -coy.

k-XY"`cCo..rsr \\Osr. jtte

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

COMMENTS

vcx-LA \r-Neis.ao.fv\--V,rtes26.426 cs

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message rf ciaar

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presente don of information
paragraphing

layout
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sente Ice structure

cohesion
reference Le. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

,vocabulary, adequate for the task uv420..,1\ CX.c Wkkk ka-cIL:\
spelling, accurate for the task

:>42--"" .1Nen- vN"\- acc-thethQ-punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function &xk V-N-NC.csn^,Q_Ct

\Q=-- cxy-Nd \O-W,Qc
Cc

)(QS

WTh COY- 1S.)-:12)CC\-- SCA:- 1/4 cj\--

tVe"-v-v-Ns

Li...-e-brn

Reading and Writing ?amassment Kit Sue Hood and Mcky Solomon 56



Strategies COMMENTS

for getting started. e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing. e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge. e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

p-,c) QQAAckele.e..e, c5c ar-o
Qcii\-VyNa\

(YNcsk. 0.7i-korvricx_ \'vx-112.)

aca c24- u3i-NcCX
L)orots

k--ht,)" forftux)

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

cc,c1dvf Copi ac.c, uraitt2A1

re-ab:v-\ kCor
CYCYYNCRA--i es-NeN. re.rAu fe-laid

UnCcoiv\ "ar (AxteN. v-Yn
tion\--OtS

le,-\Crni In S1 gizQiNdl-e._

beCOYv-112_-91YN:-\ li5\ .VeGrne\CCI 10:1".
(426\Lit lrzact or . batvAe_-ces-i rrNS

lo do\142Aop a roonsy_ cye

biQa:)ry-z_0_:\ f L6k&N -`44-4 words naxicd
--tban-yTkORQ, stkel-\--ryy-Ns

O (*Iv-Owe cxmor,2_-qozv\i ayNd Ct5-Y\Sa-6.4

17;:) b2cort-vz... oa csc- q.no.1742.,us
4 wrtl-ve-No rru vy\b-Qx-'2 dtall,
GyNd

Reading and Wilting Assessment Kit
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Task 2 You want to enter this competition.
Fill in the fozm and address the envelope.

Reading and Writing Asaesement Kit

AND, ns a special offer, 10 lucky Sun readers can win

set of six of these Australian recorded books. Just
complete and 'send in the coupon belpw...

Name Fa Ai 41i

Address aW.COV.e bo...gtteei-
Tel Nu Postcode Lino ii"f
The first If) entries dr now will each receive a sot of 0 Australian rocorde
books inoluding Judy Morris reading Etbel, John Moulton roadhtg Louis
Stone's Je,ilis, min of the undiull 110v1315 sot In SydnuV. floy Borfott
readino the homy Luwsen Shot f storieS
fintiiuS most be received no later than Monday May.11 1087. Winners
will he notified by own.
Serid your entities to:The Stm/RBf..: Talking Btiok. Gvoaway

G.P.O. Box7031
C00/7.90.5 Sydney. NSW. 2001.

tho 9 up/Ratfoodnyook-giveo
GP o Box 1031 a9

NS Of loot

AIA5TRALLA 36c:

/06
Sue Hood and Nicky Solomon 58



WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME SAM iQ A DATE1-
LEARNER TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) -fzp t i+-N 0\ 42, cox.- re\ av-0, -kto CoC crS pr\-to

CXr avw42.1opQ.

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

COMMENTS

Coherence of message -COrry-N Is Co\-ler:Q.3n+
the overall clarity of the message .1S Und.COor-

Scrip t

ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation
paragraphing

layout
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
!mds

sentenu: structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task
punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function

rrenu.ta r
ne\ConsiE4ysi-

of information rciry stAboyAeD rn u.)rorn OacQ
&\)42.Aope_ frla rocr.103z-e.

hz) s-:ckat
li,)brots

OCCOrt6(2- OrN Akva-C-cx-x-r.
or
(Copiozt SDA.,) Wi1t/NW-1- .

. uncligr-ttand rYNC)
Ylz) 1:X.W C.Aok.-ii(z)v--,

Reading and Writing Aeoceement Kit
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Strategies COMMENTS

for getting started. e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing. e.g. r,o
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling. e.g.
EDGQr\ rarrvQ Oor\a 0.66 C-4)..S

visual memory
word patterns nThQ.nr"o'c't1
morphemic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge, e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

r-Kst-Cotv.-"\k kbor uitk-i\-\e_icck ok- ackilvIr.q
an Q-Y"\ cir- -t\--\Q_ OWCOtlYzIOZt-72_ J

-tt) USQ__ .

.... ..te"-1k)i- \42iMS
SpaC ren

-Cran\oor
\aqoi_Ct -Cor Gkda(z2.Srot
area Qator,e_s S-td.rO

cbbczQo Odi or cxv--ck os CZ3'

e-ciJrQ.ALLOCk iCDYN

aQx3,03 VY-NzSC.2., CbhS)S-6-1

dQv,C2,Iop SVQ_\\

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit
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Task 3 You receive a small present from a friend.
Write a short note to say thank you.

apo11 9., r/r/fr 7
74°1 13oxvir 11.0 Is/Arco-7' itAcca. 2.02.0

0 5 PrAtz. 9. .1 .
o1( o X

e/1/.4 0//7-7- vaRY HicPY
7-8 EA/ k . viebay /?"24171 506

Reading and Wilting Assessment Kit
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME 1-1 AR-1 DATE); .6 .5r1

LEARNER TYPE 13'

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) -±b wirite, 0A-v:23,-.6 AieNoor,v... Kyv-N

-C-cpy- a sry-\ c)rzrzulle\--\--

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation of information
paragraphing

layout
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task
punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function

COMMENTS

nness. Gn-Q- Cle-G C

1-Y-Nc:S+ uiT2A---

no+ a -cuay.\-V

se-10,0-vr-92 Corr+ .-cTcL

t: a y-- ujitk tc
OQcç -12)42ck.

r-Not-e_.

\no grFcc) c ot\ te.
sucle: a note_

usQ___ 4 1-.2.sairct-
c5C

1

cat

%naccoro.i.Q._ a± urdar-staciab\<_i
cp -r-cr o sf-l)carvathc. R2adQr

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit
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Strategies

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing. e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling. e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic 1-nowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

COMMENTS

v-v\SitknaQ__ C5f selc- 00C-C72-thl or
vg4.2\

rmo\ V1SUC V-0Q

r42...ScAks

-4

knowledge. e.g.

bu:t csievQ4P\

akbadr-

- k-lo+ v.iitt--,-11,-Q._16. enizt.

1-517-e.Q / /CT:erg apprp cQ, Vuo"C5LCd16'1

nQacts -to d(2012-Pac rzaAeNoue, Spa Y.1.-\40i
skrtZ"120.-12-s 4-rtZ:). bQcoryNqa
t)...)\-tte\ Lotyrds, ConemeNr-vzyr)

-friS COrNk-Lf2-4Nt-
a r..-C1Qc.iiefir, d Ph thuJs

spzplz-gir< larvnu.acf_

Dg-e--fk2" ec))<-.- P22r.'r ImCk)
640.N.3-Q-S4D- o k u.Dac,

ckym aupaka:LnQS.S CWCtz)

"ClariN \C)k`'rkek0.6%ttr\ esr-)2k
wo-O ck L.9.54vo2ass

CA2-04.-bc ck carnQ__ v-rn

rcD ctco4.00-ilp cky, au3arzzyN.Qs O
QjvGQ

ChrY1Yrv)y--N

Kit\

Reading and WtItMg Aftesament Kit Sue Hood and Nick, Solomon 03



Task 4 You visit a friend. She isn't home.
Leave a note to say you will telephone her later.

I came your home 04 444...vo o''clock ond rcotdchl '71 itietd

a' cbck Lokeri you
you 0 Al

came home

0 col) you

Reading arid WOUng Assessment Kit
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME -Hassan DATE2 .S.77
LEARNER TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) J.el.), ye. a.rot.--1-o a Thevd U.)-) is rloi- at horev2, Ito

k-Acs.A tel c31---42_.,

SK/LLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Cortfidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message r Q 6)42- Ci.G2CA.

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the. names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consis.ericy of script V 41 1.)34 p+

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation of information v/
paragraphing

layout
register

appropriateri .ss of vocabulary
appmpriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omissim of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, ader.F.;ate for the task
spelling, accurat, r the task
punctuation, accurate for the tas
number, appropriate to their function

COMMENTS

,e_.,91-1.cainc.,e.- 4 .14orrr-0:1- t6n
buct- 0rr navy,e,s

voccOD cd G.2).:A4k-sev2._ S\-rua-LXQS
r.Q,ecr kivnuacf_

1=N2.±u-NC2.ar\
o `Cs=c-r.,p2

400Ik y-rN42, rr"Na rYMS1 CCC1/4-12.-
dok vc)e_ck.bi --k6b

Cny-m..14. -14va- VYkQC:iv-);te-NoN

Reading and Writing Atiaesament Kit
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Strategies

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing. e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling. e.g.
visual memory
word pc tterns
morphe.nic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge, e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

COMMENTS

aDyckNe.:1- ok ?Qx-Saor-a
1,7Q--S 6,ao-Q-tor013- iC
.Pcer,;-\\ ahtLA i)31-t\r\ owocrat:12_, 41tDa4c:5--Lk

-- c-4.0cx-t 4d, vocafockci ay-ci
r-i&10rm

LUCK/tic-Sir\ ScarsiaraQ.
rwaS Cx.-ttAtIdle-NIC) pasi-HcQnS

)(:) tcpQr- ryThc)CL"Q'ta:\T)QT-Sc)Y-Nc6, rr.-2sSot..01-es \-11117Qx-S

Reading and Writing Assessment Kit Sue Hood and MeV Solomon 66
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Task 5 You won't be home when your children arrive home from school.
Leave a note telling them where you are, when you'll be home, and
what they can do while you are out.

,10 0.e3 to liti ,,94,f.

frpicaal 14t ota. 06244 . 04 / hAi-044) cr

iaAle 4 0, ggeuLt e&ok

-40Pne. 44 ee ctA....
792, cia;1147e.t.

Reading and WO Ung Assessment Kit Sue Hood and Wiry Solomon 67
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME :Sal a
LEARNER TYPE 6

DATE7 S .g7

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, aucllence, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) A 0,61:12, -to fM ckiciree. -t.-T-Q./1 I 4k.ev" letc2r22 Licru ar42.

Loi,W,J,n 9001 I be havv.N42._ tio1-4.xst-44,41/ cow. do.

anus (mark those approprtate to the task)

Confidence in approaching the tcak
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message

the overall clarity of the message

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

Construction qf the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation of information
paragraphing

layout
register Off rz=cr arla±Z-, -G51(

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task .----

punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function

COMMENTS

.r& arL2n

-RA,023-1-4 CCre-S/SrfaVC/-
el,brS U`e-- S&-icet

LA.1,24/ cin:ju-11-z:ed

ti;v-, <54 s4-o6ci4 it's
prQG. eivct 2 I ..90 t-pc2J

o-c +c) ' J)-\ iDL
hotoc2. -t-o

-to cook.

C-43,10rf
cnr- -c41.1 vrhav,k_

Reading amd Wriung Ambesamezit Kit
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Strategies

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing, e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors nc)
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge. e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTWES

COMMENTS

do\e_ NrooraVo,-A-1,, irask_
corr.

rz:1041Nesr\S u6Ct1,-. -F"Y\-c42.Q
w-Nokica..

use--Nna cinvtaci- (:)- 6,10\0 r rrNorc data*N1Q3

--perseyroi, sryN.Q.s&o.(3,QS -4") 1,Q_Ttzr-s

dQv.r2k)cD cr5VQ:c--- cwa.),(742_nQss c5c

170_4-NSQ.- mar vcx-bs

okQvalop --CL.Ar:rjkac\_ ezn4'\642..ina_
Itk sQ_VY\

aD
isizers t

1,01-:zr rrn _ c.ov I Q._ --f zb 'NCX)1

(Ca-Mr
OCCiornDani.,{

L.)42 Lac. .

Reading and Writing Moneament Kit
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to,A. . 40 %).4Q1 . Urre..,r, clusr 4'4*
0...cv.,kied smiitekft . r. v....ed. ci _ -,e-.0 "re- . SAop co er (fro. #.40%. cx %cc

. *--.....x.. Tr. .6..,(e..- _ciset.:___SItke.,..A.e....i. CO ts.;ikot y)061: iei4 , cx......ci .

s .. stC, e.. oj.)..g... ._.,. r z p...,,ded,_z dart(
r i,.4 44;14. w_i.:?..s. , .),,,3q.cv,_._.2,.....(dbru.ar*.4.P, ID e_ix_e____e .

A._.\..1 __IA, 4 mi__ 1414.,_ ......_ %.9T_____1.-P _Te_gt._ t 0 1.4_,_71. V., Lek.% evc.,,,-f

. __ ,Ie er...71-_____11..q..511_._1914u.te d, 4 r r k _e__

. \.,s,44...4-_.1.....X. _..V.A.Ae..A..i.g.i' %At . ..a."...11_4§...÷it............4..s_.. . z..! pl. ...tolei'v
tt--,__sA3o.r.K..2...o...wv:Lir____&Q e.rce cx.cil_.._ ±.114..CLI:. Nev!IN_ ,___..E i,,at. 4 .10.....0.0k._.11X 731.g

_j_giL v..9.4_ ___X 2401.%_:..t.e_.__ X.! ........... .

- ,r_tc.:0, eg iz., . .

toige rwe..,r_____A_v_e_r_y__74.I.4.c.,,..;.81,t..._.hA__ bs-6 _. iteep,_ tip r . 4i 14-1.2ea,ia-

'1.,, O sett" : . =...__AvuditzTey _.. .ttidt . e._ e.azz.L.t..r":-.7e. .r. ,i- e o. 49er

e."")c_W__.__'_ev. e. aril_ ...Nulay..-in.i.: ......_m , .5 ....so o 1...L_...t .. _0 r a ,,,...vd.... _.1,A.e.y. .. ecy es

Ilt : v...ill _060 1.4,(r.__.N44 7_ _ .% _ _lciA44..i.44.y__Itouse , .. Ali.. el 77y )

t 7._ _ /47, fend_ ,ri dent! 7.7... . rif lieliti it<2_____... ;91 .4.e._.4,46 ., e I.!

4c) se-6 et ex ee.._:. N....A..cd : cr. _w.o-.s . 1.4...1 . .... .... -..

goea4.b4102. .
Xot/e_:_________
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME YolorocR DATE (1-1-3 g7-

LEARNER TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
the task)liarity with -t-e, art 4... .p r,.¢. (-1 to ar -er-eDry-. Acrt.42YCl.

hgtoQ, Set1U0 Ho I IV A,osi-r-A,t LA .

hiCIAJfami

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
leti ers
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

reSojQ cl.ezkr-

COMMENTS

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation of information
paragraphing r

layout
6).-nnkfit wnutof lpi-Norz.a. fr- r. r

register
appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structure
te:.se
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositionsr S°rP'42- C°

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task
punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function

TrbrIcyvv,S SOYN-sOit Nes-, Q_S

,TreST Goricos r
I Spay-No Qd I

ecre,Q.:±1 erNeS oryl drad

4,4c,72. -ror SCorre CargUISI CA-)Ctk

.2.14 cins Q.C1.CAS SC)011 AS Id icrt-tka crt-;-*2-r- J-ct

bk.oi sorrNe_ LAxpt-- ck:u bQ., taar-rd-rc Le vcr Lek.jioCc-uv-00__ -cc:51-4V--frigk

÷Q-4,G14,jfornd'ax.-V 41,1o/1;11 t FOL,SwaS
t-t- LI opS t-e.P, ut bP__ CO PNRAS vI'n
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Strategies

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing, e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending ICIPArcA Ict Cat
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic knowledge

Sorr,42_ 1phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge, e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

4arrors 4 att-Q..4.-Api-s ocf s

GENERAL
COMBEENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES
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Task 7 Imagine you are about to travel to another city.
Write a telegram to a friend who lives there to tell her when to meet
you at the airport.
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME n 0Lez DATE.D3. .27

LEARNER TYPE 6
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task)L1boLi AM- alcr:)u÷ #e) trckkAe4 tO ancYi+ver citi. tOritZ

1-6 pia rn -to a -F rio"ct 13 tat I -thepv, LANie.v1 +a rnat y.:51.4 Ct ThQ Oi r

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidenca en approaching the task
will4-igness
hr,sitation

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

re,c341 r idQcx o. r dacir

COMMENTS

Construction of the text
organization of ideas inc1udo2d d irre-kvarSt

order of presentation of information l'nfor riled by-%
paragraphing

layout
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure I r-NO prrOlnot,12... -Pc)r- C4 ±Q.-142.9 na vv,

cohesion usivx0 -et., 1 1 .s4241--beeloes ro±ker 4Nan
reference i.e. pronouns CAbbr.2.0 cx1-44
substitution/ellipsis
conjuncLions
lexis

sentence structure
tense C.lot-XvorN coc sr pc--,2-14 -17Q.nZte.S. tarn V
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task to.'"
spelling, accurate for the task
punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function
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Strategies COMMENTS

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing, e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors ho 12....) <3 Q,
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge, e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

Ubi-N-cckyv1.\\\O- u3kti.-\ #i n42.424 do6-12.6cc-ktt:L
larickaoge__ hQx-42. cc ?.LarkaFQ coa_js of
don " 17,

shc5L.0.1 eor-rc ostcw-,

POSSIBLE us.a. CorNiLasct tAxt I3u2
TEACHING
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-postoarcig t pat-Soy-al lw2ArarS os

OBJECTIVES k
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Task 8 Imagine you want to apply for this job (advertisement given).
Write a job application letter.
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAmE CCA

LEARNER TYPE 4-
DATE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) -hcz, wri-he, job ok ccd- k w-N

+CD 004.Th 11064)110-rkkrnPV\--t-

MULLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Confidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script

Construction of the text
organization of ideas

order of presentation of information
paragraphing V

layout I/
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexts

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task
punctuation, accurate for the task
number, appropriate to their function

COMMENTS

s cz) ry-Tc2, urnQQcwL1 I #0Y-Yv,a±to-v-.
concvsl ovN

Y-NCor-revl

\T
b,Lk-t &=-4-'Pr"Q-ss .\s n°4-4-

rw-Na..\ unwo-=
weterd. ckt wkt
Ca a. CarscOlov-N-.
irzQ ar42.- also e-re.keki-NcQs.
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Strategies

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing, e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors Imo Q.-v*NCQ,

extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memo:y
word patterns
morphemic kr owledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge. e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

POSSIBLE
TEACHING

OBJECTIVES

COMMENTS

g5t owxkrarNes.s. e:4 kietvi 1.0-4:xwallev
r-4wILA rt.20' tthc2-scx?prIclor.-lar,42.- 0 rot er,
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Task 9 You are looking for a Job.
Write a letter outlining your education and work experience to send
to a number of companies.
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

DATE

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic. setting student's
familiarity with the task) 12..) iitt CL can./0,z,str,a tc OC orv-Taorl

So2.02k. kay-e. 1c) Vv.,' .

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task)

Cortfidence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message

COMMENTS

-Ft.)epe3S-e- <54 -the- 1u2,11cer- is no+ el cAr
uv;h( 4.12_ ,Q.k.cas of- -tile_ SQC IL stTrF

Script
ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet .

fluency and cunsistency of script V -au.42,44 Cursiv.c. Scri EDT'

Construction of the text

order of presentation of information
r-Nclaipp6cate rckQforganization of ideas Ge

t&-ilOve\ Creparagraphing
layout 1./
register

appropriateness of vocabulary
appropriateness of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions L.7
leads

sentence structure
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agreement
use of prepositions Scre-sa.

vocabulary, adequate for the task j6i.,,r:J2SS-lenr\S QQ-c).

Unn.2.012.S.S0ori r-Citavif qDra.ra.'1)

--(OrvvNa.1 rOcQ
anci e)}424-LL7.4 Vt I Irv, 4p4
02.-ctj, LoWwoi. 42-r- L-ru 0:7c4 tisi I

rY-1.12-(z3 k2,1 p

cyervartati 5W.Thd.
nancy-cat.i Sore-ve_ ecter-N-CL)3 \ .1r1

FOZ1VS ?I-4LS , par-c,o_cf
Vv.a. baar cx prlyr,arti-t,vckagier.

off:02watt
spelling, accurate for the taslc Ce.
punctuation, accurate for the task buz5i urriCk l tar tAil SOnn
number, appropriate to their function
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Strategies

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing, e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors ./
extending
deleting
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory
word patterns
morphemic knowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge. e.g.
asking for assistance
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

COMMENTS

\ 'Or appri r-LCISCQ, Acirkskvr, 20th
0C such I,Crt7e r'S - b31,\Cd. t2erelit +CD r-vitAct-c.,
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s .
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TEACHING beytk Gay-N./ass yv70N.
OBJECTIVES \;-Nr-N ca2...S.NSP..._ -toll). 0,CI S.
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Tcak 10 You purchased a new shirt from a department store. At home you
noticed that it was damaged. You tried to exchange it but with no
success.
Write a letter of complaint to the manager of the store.
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WRITING
PROFILE SHEET

NAME F----Uv\--la DATE DS. 27
LEARNER TYPE 4-

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: (include comments on purpose, audience, topic, setting student's
familiarity with the task) k-iou .aSkirt"-cleorn o do.parctreoaKt Loher LA0DLA clot horne.

C'C)Ci t IACM d'ar"Acya .Licx/1-71 eel -Icitsilzel-yans,e, bwf hOzi $14ccess ca. ItIT72,-
cc.r.., plat -,T stars2. "...404notor-r" ,

SKILLS (mark those appropriate to the task) COMMENTS

Cortridence in approaching the task
willingness
hesitation z

Coherence of message
the overall clarity of the message

r-lo+ clar
C.(Dv-vRL>s tc4--, prt:6142.vs-,S d

filr-;-zi c4 ckav.-.01,-ezi

Scrip t

ability to write upper and/or lower case
letters
knowledge of the names of the letters of
the alphabet
fluency and consistency of script V-

Construction of the text
orgP..nlzatton or ideas nof c.)ear 42..4.10UO!k . azoCS. ktakX2.. thzar

C5rE NO-ArNea.-kiC. Stil-CtUrz2,0.kTrtfelekorder of prtentation of information
paragraphing "1-Ols lo b<91;-1 r.o.DJ I irvz, foroaoarvi

layout ---- r-,,csf as *Is s.4-1.1 $-N dra-f
register X Sory-ge._ Icken. 'too iv-Carr."0..\ (Q.t.

appropriatenc-s of vocabulary
appropriateret,s of sentence structure

cohesion
reference i.e. pronouns
substitution/ellipsis
conjunctions
lexis

sentence structu
tense
word order
use/omission of articles
use/omission of auxiliaries
subject and verb agree
use of prepositions

vocabulary, adequate for the task
spelling, accurate for the task StT-wv-ts 0-C-4- cm. lourS SrYNcer-J21

punctuation, accurate for the task
number, app-opriate to their function

92.vd12."012.

CcwCo.st Or. ttrC e.)N2.A.".k.A.4cai.:ZnaS44.".110
xsi t;-,

wQS
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Strategies COMMENTS

for getting started, e.g.
making notes
making a plan

for drafting and editing, e.g.
rereading
identifying and correcting errors
extending
deleting k/
reorganizing
rewriting

for spelling, e.g.
visual memory 7--
word patterns
morphemic imowledge
phonic knowledge
mnemonics
syllabification
fluency and speed
use of dictionaries

to compensate for limited linguistic knowledge, e.g.
asking for assistanne
copying from other sources

GENERAL
COMMENTS

1....3erk, kt CT6 re.el tv.4' tarMS
162 cztf-Orres.ca.-k cre rts:24;1 1S+.42 kgAi uzifroz.ssio)As
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POSSIBLE lo us.2...-14-Nc_ con-lawi c5( cttrIN-al luiliars - st.4.6-. as lar.2-cs-----

TEACHING
4:5 COr". 00-k NoN+

OBJECTIVES -i--c) ciakDici.p an cv...ocm-a2A-vess c34 4 4,..c..cxfpf,r-cir-cal--$2,
or ni.2_aet,Cor. cs4 ic1,42as
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GLOSSARY

Coherence : the sense a message makes.

Cohesion : the way a text is bound together to create a whole meaningful unit.

Cohesive devices or ties the linguistic elements (i.e. conjunctions, reference system, substitution or
ellipsis, lexical cohesion) that hold the text together.

Contextual clues : the non-linguistic features (e.g. pictures, diagrams, logos, colours,
headings, layout, bold-print and the physical setting) that provide
meaning.

Drqfting : the process of getting ideas on paper.

Editing : the process of changing and developing ideas while drafting, or after a
draft has been completed.

Ellipsis : where the part of the +..:xt that refers back is left unstated,
e.g. 'they're going ol.t. but I don't want to (go out)'.

Graphophordc clues : clues from the letters, letter combinations, and the sounds they represent.

Key words : content words that provide important clues to the overall meaning of the
text.

Lexical cohesion : the relationship of vocabulary items to the same semantic field through
reiteration or collocation.

Miscues : errors made when reading.

Mnenwnics : ways of remembering rules or spelling patterns.

Morphemic knowledge : knowledge of word roots and inflections, such as suffixes and prefixes.

Phonic knowledge : knowledge of letters, letter combinations, and the sounds they represent.

Prediction : making informed guesses about the meaning of a text before and while
reading.

Reference skills : being able to locate information where it has been organized systematically
(alphabetically, numerically or categorically).

Reference system : the words used to refer to objects, individuals or places mentioned
elsewhere in the text.

Register :1 the characteristics of the language used to signify a particular genre.
These will depend on

field the content area
mode the channel of communication
tenor the relationship between the reader and the writer.

Scanning : locating specific information in a text while ignoring the rest.

Semantic clues : what we already know about the topic (from the text and our own
experience).

Sentence structure : the grammar at the sentence level, i.e. how words are organized to
construct meaning.
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Skills : what abilities you need to have in order to do something.

Skimming : looking quickly over a text to get a general idea of what it is about.

Strategies : the processes used in order to do something.

Substitution : words used to link parts of the text by referring to objects named elsewhere, e.g.
'If I buy a new car, you can have the old one'.

Syllabification : breaking the word into syllables and dealing with each segment individually.

Syntactic clues : clues from the sentence structure (i.e. the grammar).

Tasks : purposeful real-life activities where some communication takes place.

Visual memory : recalling the way a word looks, including its length, shape and letter sequence.

Word patterns : groups of words that have similar sound-symbol correspondences, such as eat/
heat/meat.
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